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KEEP ON

Staff angered at
Cole for prohibiting
decorations

TIS THE SEASON: Sarah
Szeliga, (right) a member of
Dreams Come True, sells a
50/50 raffle ticket at the
Men’s Basketball game last
Wednesday. Proceeds went
to the Make-A-Wish
Foundation. Eugene
Vaysuerg takes Lucas
Kimani’s temperature
(bottom) at the blood drive
sponsored by Alpha Phi
Omega on Monday.

By Brian Pedersen
Assistant News Editor
A controversy over the use of
holiday decorations on campus
arose after a recent e-mail message
sent from President Susan Cole to
various members of the university.
In her message, she had stated
that aside from the two university
public entrance areas, the College
Hall lobby and the Admissions
Office lobby, there are no prohibi
tions about holiday decorating. In
those two public spaces she ex
pressed the intention to be sensi
tive to the wide array of individual
religious preferences found on
campus.
“The decision was that for the
two most public entrance areas,
any decorations that were put up
should be generic. W hatever
decorations are now up, none of

Professors that speak broken
English raise student concern
As the fall semester comes to
a close, students will be looking
back to find that one reason they
didn’t get the grades they expected.
For some students, blaming a low
grade on the professor seems like
the easy way out. However, stu
dents are saying that some profes
sors really are to blame—not be
cause they are demanding too
much work but because students
are having a hard time understand
ing those professors who speak
broken English.
A large number of student
complaints have been geared to
ward Professor Thiruvathukal,
general oceanography instructor.
His students are concerned about
their grades in his class, especially
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“I ju st feel like if we are going to
teach our students unity, we have
to start with respect for all beliefs.”

G IF T S T H A T

By Amanda Iwanoff

T

since finals are fast approaching est parts is getting past his way of
and they find that understanding speaking, there are some students
his lectures seems to be a test who say that they haven’t had any
major problems
within itself.
with the profes
“ You c a n ’t
sor as of yet.
even understand
“Sometimes I
your own name “You can’t even
have to ask him
when he takes at understand your
to repeat things
tendance, and all
for a second
o f his tests are own name when
time, but that is
based on the [Thiruvathukal]
only because he
notes we take in
speaks softly.
class. I have a takes
Otherwise I can
3.98 GPA and attendance...
understand him
I’m getting a C in
-A non ym o us
fine,” says an 18his class because
Psychology major
year-old Biology
I c a n ’t under
major.
stand him,” says
Some stu
a 23-year-old
dents
feel as if
Psychology ma
you
just
need
to
give
the
professor
jor.
Although many students who a try.
take Thiruvathukal’s oceanogra
SEE ENGLISH ON P. 5
phy class say that one of the hard

---------n

them should be specifically reli
gious,” said Cole.
As a result, in the College Hall
lobby next to the couches, there are
four fake trees decorated with
white Christmas lights.
“To be respectful of each indi
vidual preference, we would not
normally put a lot of decorations
up,” said Kristin E. Cohen, Assistant*Dcan of the Graduate School.
"We have a few up now in the in
terior portion of the graduate
school for the enjoyment of the
staff,” she commented.
Concerning the new intention
behind the use of traditional
Christmas decorations, not every
one directly supports the decision
that has been made. Several em
ployees who work in the Under
graduate Admissions Office at
Russ Hall felt less inclined tocelSEE DECORATIONS ON P. 4

Class Ones and SGA
not wired to the web
By Jennifer DeAngelo
Special to The Montclarion

ganizations work on independent
Ians, therefore slowing down the
process of connecting them for
Internet access. Time has also
been a vital issue for The Montclarion as their final issue has ar
rived. Gill said that The Mont-

Many clubs who have offices
in the Student Center and the SGA
have yet to acquire internet access
. M into G ill, Inform ation
Technology’s Director of Systems
SEE WEB ON P. 4
and Networks and his
netw orking team
have been working
for the past two
months to help the
students get co n 
nected. Due to lack of
hardware, indepen
dent Ians and no
eathernet cards, get
ting the Student Cen
ter offices connected
TIMOTHY M. CASEY/ MONTCLARION
has been quite a chal
lenge according to NO CONNECTION: Montclarion Assistant
Gill.
Arts Editor Victoria Tengelics is forced to use
Offices such as her personal America On-Line account to
The Montclarion and access the internet because the connection
the SGA along with hubs in the Student Center Annex are not
other Class One or operating.
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W eekend W eather F orecast

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

Partly Cloudy
HI: 49° LO: 28°

Partly Cloudy
HI: 44° LO: 36°

Sunny
HI: 40° LO: 26°

Partly Cloudy
HI: 42° LO: 26°

113 STUDENT CENTER ANNEX, UPPER MONTCLAIR, NJ 07043
e-mail: MONTCLARION@saturn.montclair.edu
phone: 973-655-5169 fax: 973-655-7804

Phone Directory
EXECUTIVE BOARD
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

X 5230

MANAGING EDITOR
TREASURER

X 5282
X 7731

SPORTS DESK
DARKROOM
ADVERTISING DIRECTOR

X 5241
X 76I6
X 5237

STAFF MEETINGS

EDITORS
NEWS DESK
FEATURES DESK

X 7731
X 524I

ARTS DESK

X 524I

General meetings are held every Mon
day at 4 p.m. in The Montclarion office.
All students are welcome to attend. Call for
more info.

Advertising Policy
BILLING

KEVIN SCHW OEBEL,
ADVERTISING DIRECTOR
TEL. 973-655-5237

DEADLINES
The deadline to submit advertisements to
The Montclarion is the Monday of the week
o f publication.

ON-CAMPUS

The Montclarion is distributed on Thurs
days. and invoices and tearsheets are mailed
the following Monday (tearsheets for pre
paid ads must be requested). Thirty (30)
days are given for payment after the inser
tion date, after which a 15% finance charge
is levied, to sixty (60) days, when accounts
are referred to an outside collection agency.

AD RATES

OFF-CAMPUS

Full page - $310.00
Full page - $ 168.00
H alfpagc-$105.00
Half page - $200.00
Quarter page - $125.00
Quarter page - $63.00
Eighth page - $80.00
Eighth page - $32.00
Classified ads - (up to 30 wds.) $10.00. Call the advertising office at
655-5237 for a complete listing of discount packages.

M SU C r im e R eport
• 12/2 A student was
• 12/5 It was reported that a
chased by another vehicle while microwave oven was taken out of
driving to the university. The stu Freeman Hall. The pven was
dent claimed to have been chased bolted down to the countertop.
from his hometown all the way to Upon further investigation, it was
campus. The victim came straight found that the basement doors had
to university police headquarters
been opened from within.
where the accused was ar
• 12/6 It was reported
rested. The weapon used
that the USA Security Su
was a metal pipe.
pervisor had parked his car
• 12/2 A Stone Hall
in the rear of Blanton Hall
resident reported that his
to check on his officer.
video game and cartridges
When he had returned he
were removed from his
had found his F.O.P. shield
room on the second floor.
was removed from his car.
• 12/2 A student reported
He had stated that he had left his
to the university that he found vehicle unlocked at the time of the
damage to his vehicle. The vehicle crime.
was parked in Lot 21.
• 12/7 It was reported that
• 12/3 It was reported to the between 12/4 and 12/7, someone
University Police that two rooms broke into a locker in the Music
on the second floor of Stone Hall Building and stole a trumpet, black
had drug paraphenalia within. The trumpet case, a Metronome, a
case is under investigation._____
M uteand^hreebjaduno^
SGA N ew s & N otes
* Winners for the Excellence in Education Award were decided.

* Public Relations is attempting to put together a Campus Event
Pamphlet. More response is neetjed<£rom the organizations.

* Acquiring a Money
as well as its legal ramificai

fcmpus is being looked into,

* The Alcohol in the Dorms Bill failed to pass through the Com
mittee.

* The Cigarettes on Campus Bill passed through the committee
with much debate.

F or T he R ecord
The Montclarion willingly corrects its factual errors. If you think
that we have made a mistake in a story please call Editor-InChief, Kevin P. Hancock at 973-655-5230.

What’s to come
In

The montclarion
Stories
in progress

U.S. N ews
ing their noses at thé American
people’ Expert w itness argue
against impeachment Hyde, Wa
ters wrangle over his Iran-Contra
comments William Weld to testify
Wednesday.

SAN FRANCISCO — Utility
officials worked to restore power
to thousands of customers Tuesday
afternoon, after a massive power
outage snarled rush hour traffic,
halted subway service and
strandedthousands at San Fran
cisco International Airport.
The widespread blackout hit at
8:17 a.m. PST (11:17 a.m. EST),
cutting o ff electric pow er to
375,000 people in the city and San

Mateo County suburbs to the
south.
Momentary outages caused
lights to flicker as far north as the
Napa Valley wine country, across
the bay in Oakland and 40 miles
south in Palo Alto.
Some five hours later, electric
ity had been restored to the airport
and to all but 115,000 of the af
fected residential custom ers.
Lights were also coming back on
in downtown buildings, and traf
fic lights at gridlocked intersec
tions were working again.
Officials expected power to be
fully restored by 3:00 p.m. (6:00
p.m. EST).
Firefighters worked with el
evator companies to help people
stranded when elevators lost power
in 50 buildings.
Pacific Gas and Electric Co.,
the area’s major utility, said the
blackout had cut off power to cus
tomers from the San Mateo Bridge
south of the city to the Golden
Gate. All but 120,000 of those af
fected were in San Francisco.

________ W orld N ews ________
duce about 3Ô percent of the oil
among the Organization of Petro
leum Exporting Countries, have
decided to continue production at
the levels set in 1997.
The source said .council mem
bers would be willing to discuss
additional cuts in coordination
ABU DHABI, United Arab with other OPEC members.
Emirates — Oil ministers from six
*
*
*
Gulf states, meeting at a summit
in Abu Dhabi, have decided to con
tinue oil production at reduced lev
els through 1999, CNN has
learned.
Members of the Gulf Coopera
tion Council denied reports earlier
GROZNY, Russia— The sev
Tuesday that they planned to cut
oil production in a bid to boost sag ered heads of four Western hos
tages were discovered along a road
ging crude prices worldwide.
A source told CNN that coun- Tuesday, more than two months
cil members, whose nations pro- jtfte tjh e n te n jra

men in the Chechen capital of
Grozny.
The hostages — Britons Peter
Kennedy, Darren Hickey, and
R udolf Petschi, and New
Zealand’s Stanley Shaw — were
engineers working for Granger
Telecom, a British telephone com
pany.
Their heads were found about
25 miles (40 km) south of Grozny
and were identified by a body
guard. Chechen government offi
cials at the scene said four bodies
had been found as well, but gave
no further details.
In Grozny, Chechen President
Aslan M askhadov said the
slayings were a major blow to
Chechnya and its efforts to gain
international recognition of its in
dependence effort.

Impeachment
hearings begin
WASLHINGTON-In an ex
hausting, hard-edged session, Re
publican members grilled Presi
dent Bill Clinton’s lawyer and witnesses Tuesday as the W hite
House opened its defense against
the House Judiciary Committee’s
move to impeach the president.
White House Special Counsel
Gregory Craig,four history and le
gal scholars,three former members
of the House and two career pros
ecutors appeared on Clinton’s be
half, and Republican lawmakers
pushed them to talk about the facts
of the Monica Lewinsky affair.
Rep. James Sensenbrenner (RWisconsin) directly asked Craig
whether Lewinsky, a former White
House intern, lied to the grand jury
investigating her illicit sexual af
fair with the president.
Craig asks committee to ‘open
your mind’ Conyers: GOP ‘thumb-

*

*

*

Power Outage
strands
thousands

Oil production
continued at
reduced levels

Severed heads o f
hostages found

Newark teen
abandons her
newborn
Five days after being declared
a hero, the teenager who claimed
she found a newborn in an empty
paint bucket on a Newark street
admitted she had given birth to the
girl herself hours earlier, police
said.
Erica Santiago, 18, broke down
in tears as police confronted her in
the principal’s office at East Side
High School, where she is a senior.
Police became suspicious after

U n iv ersity c o m m u n ity a ssesses
S G A p erfo rm a n ce
In The Montclarion's first issue of 1999, find out
what students, faculty and administration views
on thé Student Government Association’s first
semester performance.

L ocal N ew s
several of Santiago’s neighbors
and classmates at East Side said
they believed she had been preg
nant. Instead of wearing tight
clothes, she had switched to baggy
tops and jeans. And she had gained
weight, they said.
*

*

*

Cops accused o f
operating a
bordello
Middlesex County authorities
claim two Connecticut women

C a m p u s E m erg en cy
M ed ica l S erv ices ev a lu a ted
Despite MSU Emergency Medical Service’s
late start and having the student body vote that
the Drop-In Center building stay as it is, the
group has pushed on. Find out if all the hassle
is paying off.

worked as prostitutes at “Pleasure
Dome 121,” allegedly run by two
New Brunswick police officers.
But a law yer for the two
women yesterday said they
worked at a legal massage parlor
at 121 Jersey Ave. in New
Brunswick. They denied ever
working for D etective James
Marshall and Sgt. Marco Chin
chilla, or doing anything that could
be considered illegal.
“They saw and heard of no
prostitution going on in that build
ing,” said their attorney, Lewis N.
White 3rd. Pleasure Dome 121
operated on the third floor of a run
down warehouse in the city’s in
dustrial area.

Look for the next
Montclarion on
Jan. 14 1999.

NEWS_______________
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Red Hawk Express feeds those who are on the go
The dining truck which serves
breakfast, lunch and dinner is
the first o f its kind on campus
B y M a u r e e n S a in e d )

Staff Writer

FAST FOOD: M ike Tamburo o f Sodexho-Mariot food services operates The Red Hawk
Express dining truck outside Dickson Hall. Benny Sykes and Cheryl Torres take
advantage o f the truck's convenience to grab a snack between classes.

»•

Decorations
C0NTINUED FR0M p 1

Staff members feel no decoration policy
infringes on their religious freedom
ebrate in the season as a result of not hav
ing any traditional Christmas decorations in
their workplace.
“I just feel like if we are going to teach
our students unity, we have to start with re
spect for all beliefs. It’s not offensive, it’s
respectful. The warm lights are just giving
people a flicker of hope for a restless world.
Every time people take a little bit of your
freedom away, before you know it, they have
all the control,” replied an anonymous Russ
Hall Admissions employee.
*“What bothers me most about the new
edict concerning no Christmas decorations
in our lobby is the effect it has had on my
moral. Moved the way I felt last year when
we put up our new tree with its red bows
and white lights. Our lobby was beautiful
and welcoming to all who entered. I respect

Anyone in a hurry, and in need of a quick
bite to eat without stopping over at the Stu
dent Center or other various dinning areas
on campus can now grab a quick meal at
The Red Hawk Express.
The campus’s first dining truck has been
operating on campus since mid October in
effort to better facilitate students and fac
ulty. The vehicle is located across from
Dickson Hall’s front entrance, and serves
snacks as well as breakfast, lunch and din
ner.
Michael Tamburo works as supervisor
and also serves the food to customers. He
has noticed quite an increase the amount of
sales and is now starting to have regular
customers.
“Business has really picked up from
when I first started, and sometimes when I
see someone coming, I already know what
they want,” stated Tamburo.
Many of Tamburo’s patrons are also very
pleased, both with the new mobile dinning,
and the service.
“It’s an excellent idea,” said Sue Wright,
a graduate assistant. “When you’re in betweenclasses, whether you’re teaching them
or taking them, it’s great to be able to quickly
grab something to eat.”

Wright also compliments Tamburo and
his services.
“The guy who works here is a doll."
stated Wright.
If Michael Tamburo comes across as
skilled at single handedly serving a line of
hungry customers, it is because he has years
of experience.
“This is my life. I’ve owned my own
mobile catering truck, and have been doing
this for the last eight years,” stated Tamburo
ITic truck operates Monday to Thursday,
8 a.m. to 7 p.m., and Friday 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
It is now only accepting cash due to electri
cal reasons, but will be able to charge stu
dents from their Red Hawk meal cards soon
Because of the limited amount of space
provjded in the Red Hawk Express, sani
tary conditions within the truck is something
that both the university and Tamburo are
very conscious of.
“I clean as 1 go, but 1 also get help from
my delivery man Willy, who comes in three
times a day to take out the garbage, wipe
down the counters and sweep,” affirmed
Tamburo.
Being the only person working at Red
Hawk Express does not allow Tamburo
much free time, but he does get to take a
break when Angel Rivera - who Tamburo
refers to as his, “right hand man”, fills in
for him.
A long with his friendly service,
Tamburo completes his work attire with a
black bow tie, which isn’t required, but ac
cording to Tamuro, positively accentuates
the job.
“I like to add a little class to my act,”
stated Tamburo.

anyone’s right to believe in whatever they
choose but please do me the courtesy of al
lowing me to believe in Christmas,” said
Faith Harris, Office of Admissions secre
tary.
Dr. Alan Buechler, Director of Admis
sions at Russ Hall provided no comment.
President Cole stressed that she did not
want this new edict to be carried to an ex
treme.
“I’m only saying that about two very
public places. I think people understand
this. In fact, I’ve gotten quite a few notes
of appreciation. I just want everyone to feel
welcome and comfortable on campus and I
want everyone to celebrate and be happy
during the season,” she said.

$42,000 raised by Annual
Fund in phonathon
Pledges w ill provide funding
for scholarships, programming
and special on campus events
By Liz Voltman
Special to The Montclarion
The Annual Fund recently coordinated
two weeks of phonathon which raised
$42,645 in pledges for the university’s vari
ous needs.
Over 12 evenings, more than fifty stu
dent callers phoned parents and recent
alumni to request donations. The pledges
they secured will provide funding for schol
arships, programming, and special events on
campus. The Alumni Phonathon also helps
support the publication Alumni Life and
events such as reunions and Alumni Week
end.
“I am so pleased with this semester’s

phonathon results. The Parents Phonathon
saw a 58 percent increase in total dollars
pledged in comparison to last semester’s
effort. This outstanding success is largely
due to the dedicated group of students who
worked the phonathon,” said Barbara
Krusko, Director of Annual Giving. For stu
dents, participating in this type of fund raiser
shows them just how vital private support
is to the university’s livelihood.”
The different aspects of the phonathon
impressed Kim Ryba, a freshman and
phonathon caller.
,
“Phonathon was such a positive experi
ence for me. I was touched by the generos
ity of parents and alumni and the devotion
of the phonathon staff was truly impressive.
It’s no wonder this phonathon was such a
success,” said Ryba.
The tally for the Alumni Phonathon will
continue to grow when the Annual Fund
coordinates four more weeks of fund rais
ing this coming February.

on now?
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Student organizations with Student Center
offices not tapped into university's network
clarion could not be connected until pro
“It is no longer a luxury, it has now be
duction stopped so as not to interfere with come a necessity,” said Wheeler.
the students’ w ork.
“Through this administration we have
But funding is also
made the moves to get
an
issue.
John
hooked up,” said SGA
O’Brien, of Academic
T reasurer K enyatta
Technology and a pro
Montgomery.
fessor, com m ented
Extended hours at the
that before the com
Student C enter has
puters can be con
caused many of the stu
nected and the proper
dents in the organizations
equipment can be in
to put in extra office
stalled there needs to
hours. If they had inter
be funding.
net accéss they would
The SGA controls
be able to communicate
most of the funding
with students from other
for the hookups ac
universities and receive
cording to O ’Brien.
feedback on problems or
They have been meet
ideas within their orga
ing with Gill to discuss
nizations.
this issue. However,
“Internet access isa
some worry that other
matter of convenience,
organizations may
keeping up with the
have to face cutbacks
times . Everything is
in order to provide
done with computers and
TIMOTHY M. CASEY/ MONTCLARION
funding.
without having access to
Anton W heeler, OUT OF SERVICE: Although this
the Internet, we are at a
SGA President, stated hub among others have been
loss. They have been dis
that the funding was installed in the Student Center for
cussing this for over a
not coming from the over a year, m any student
year, and nothing has
SGA but from the organizations still are not networked
been done about it yet, so
school itself. He also into the university's system.
I am not holding my
stressed the im por
breath,” said Joy Selnick,
tance of having the
Four Walls President.
organizations net
worked.
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PLAYERS PRESENTS...

C h r is t
S u p e r s t a r
a rock opera
D e c e m b e r 10-12 a t 8 p m
D e c e m b e r 13 a t 2 p m
$3 S tu d e n t
$5 N o n -S tu d e n t

M o n t c la ir S ta te U n iv e r s it y
S t u d e n t C e n t e r R o o m 126
F o r M o r e Info., C a ll X 5 1 6 9

A p o rtio n o f p ro c e e d s g o to

K i d s H e lp in g K id s
Players is a C lass One Organization of the SGA
Produced with Special Arrangement by MTI

I f you haven't told your
family you're an
organ and tissue donor,
you're not.
To be an organ and tissue donor, even if youve
O r g a n S r T is s u e
signed something, you must tell your family now
D O N A
I O N
so they can cany out your decision later. For a Share your life. Share your decision*
free brochure on how to talk to your family, call
Coalition on D onation
1-800-355-SHARE.
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English
CONTINUED FROM P. 1

Language barrier
poses a major
obstacle fo r some,
others get used to it

D R IV E R S ' HELPERS

START THIS WEEK!

*10.67p er hr.
'Tis The Season O f Great Opportunities

Hundreds o f

IM M E D IA T E
OPENINGS

“I have Professor Nirenberg for Intro
duction to Music, and at first I didn’t under
stand him because he has a pretty thick ac
cent. I think I just got used to it, because his
accent doesn’t even phase me now,” says
an 18-year-old student, undeclared.
Even though the majority of students at
the university haven’t encountered profes
sors such as Thiruvathukal and Nirenberg,
there are those students who aren’t too
happy with the idea of possibly having to
deal with the same type of situation in the
future.
“I think that professors should be able
to speak competently enough to teach. I un
derstand that they know what they are talk
W e also have
■+
ing about, but the thing is that we need to »
im m e d ia t e o p e n i n g s
know what they are talking about,” says
for Package Handlers.
Elizabeth Anglim, 18, Music Education ma
C a ll to d a y :
jor.
1
8
8
8
-W O R K -U P S
New Student Experience Counselor,
Monica Irizarry, says that students who feel
that they may have trouble with a professor
because they can’t understand them should
make sure they communicate with them on
a one-to-one basis.
“Students should make sure they get
clarification on what they are confused
about,” says Irizarry.

in our Central &
Northern NJ.
Delivery Areas!!!

C ALL
T O D A Y!

-$TAT£

The holiday hustle and bustle is here and at UPS we're ready for another busy and
exciting season. We are adding hundreds of additional drivers' helpers to our operating
centers to assist our drivers with the thousands of additional daily delivery stops. We are
looking for hardworking, energetic drivers' helpers eager to earn great money for seasonal
employment. Apply and we will attempt to work yoil as close to home as possible.
Many helpers are picked up en route.
Applicants must be a minimum of 18 years old and meet the UPS driver appearance
guidelines. Candidates must have the ability to get to meeting points on tne driver's
delivery route. We have great opportunities close to home.
Call today to arrange an interview or
attend our open houses at the listed facilities.

Saddle Brook • Secaucus

Parsippany

973-428-2201

BOUND BROOK FACILITY

201-271-8457

* Bound Brook
1-888-WORK-UPS

M t. Olive

Monday through Friday
9:00am-6:00pm
16E Chimney Rock Road
Bound Brook, NJ

MT. OLIVE FACILITY

Lakewood • Tinton Falls
Trenton • Edison

732-417-3455

Monday through Friday
8:00am - 1:00pm
303 Waterloo Valley Road
Budd Lake, NJ
(Located in the International Trade Zone)

United Parcel Service
EOE, MIf

MONTCLAIR STATE

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
Í90®

PARSIPPANY FACILITY
Monday through Friday
8:00am-6:00pm
UPS, 799 Jefferson Road
Parsippany, NJ

Student Center Building
• w w w .m o n td air.b k str.co m
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50 cent Drafts, s2.00 Sol, $2.00 Jager
SUPERSONIC SOUND! SUBTERRANEAN GROOVES!

. EVERY THURSDAY •

X IF X

S H O W S

& * 2 .°° I M P O R T P I N T S

DINOSAURS OF FASHION

• FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS •

Modern women shun fur. Please join PETA, and help
save animals from being the ultimate fashion victims.

$1.00 Bar Drinks & Coors Drafts Till 11:00 pm
DJ Spins the Smart Dance Mix
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E T H I C A L

501 F R O N T S T ., N O R F O L K , VA
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O P E N W E D N E S D A Y - S A T U R D A Y T I L L 3 AM

“ O n ly 10 M in u tes F rom S c h o o l!”

Directions from campus: Rt. 3 East to Passaic Ave.
Nutley/Passaic exit, go right off ramp, go three traffic lights &
make a left, (Van Houten Ave.) Go to first traffic light, make a
right onto Broadway. Loop in on right.

3 P 3 B R O A D W A Y P A S S A fC P A R K . A /J 9 P 3 - 3 6 5 - 0 8 0 ?
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How not to get tangled in the tinsel during the holidays
By K a ra L . R ic h a r d so n ______________________

Managing Editor

ith the holidays approaching
faster than Rudolf can fly, stress
is piling up higher than your
credit card bills. It’s true that unnecessary
stress can put a damper on the joyous spirit
of the holidays, often blinding us from see
ing the true beauty in the season. So before
your holiday spirit goes up the chimney, take
a minute to enjoy the seasonwhile it lasts.
Even though you’ve already zoned out
the Christmas muzac that has blared in malls
since November, start using those tapes and
CDs that have been buried in the attic since
last December. Decorating can even put
those with Grinch-like demeanors in the
most pleasant:of attitudes. It’s also an op
portunity to be with those you love and remi
nisce about the memories of days gone by.
If all else fails, break out the video cassettes
and watch It's a Wonderful Life or The
Christmas Story for the twentieth time.
Another tip is4o face the realization that
holiday shopping will most likely include a
trip to the dreaded, mall. Prepare yourself
for circling parking lots and following de
parting customers in an attempt to get a good
space near the entrance to the store. Being
stabbed with a roll o f wrapping paper
doesn’t help the experience but chances are
you’re going to end up at some kind of mall
this season.
Follow Santa’s example: make a list and
do check it twice. Keeping track of the many
things that go on this time of year can be a
challenge, but go ahead and make lists any
way. Your sanity will be its own reward.
Don’t forget all the holiday amenities like
wrapping paper, gift tags and cards so that
your one stop shopping will really be one
stop shopping. No one appreciates having
to make those last minute trips to the store!
If shopping just isn ’t your bag, the
Internet is just a click away. Some even
believe the convenience of at home shop
ping is not only the wave of the future, but
a great way to avoid the hectic masses of
people fighting over the latest craze in toys.
Another perk is that it’s almost never too
late to shop online or buy by phone. Their
offices are almost always well staffed this
time of year and they cater to the last minute
shopper. This method will also save you
from the not so jolly lines at the post office,
they’ll have your presents shipped to who
ever you need to ship to.
If you’re short on dough, a good solu
tion is to go ahead and make presents.
Homemade gifts can often mean more than
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the manufactured, commercialized products.
Gifts especially made by someone you love
adds a personal touch to a gift. Why not
knit grandma a new scarf? How about deco
rating a picture frame for your sister/brother/
cousin complete with a picture of the two
of you at a moment of serenity. Not to men
tion the fact that a starving college student
will be as jolly as Santa on Christmas Eve
with a plate of cookies in front them.
Better yet, make cookies for yourself!
But don’t forget to hit the gym the next
mpming to keep those holiday pounds off.
Be a little on the Scrooge side. Try to
keep your spending under control, if pos
sible. Instead of blowing $300 at a Furbie
auction, you could buy presents for the
whole family and pay rent. Then there are
gifts that cost absolutely nothing, such as
cleaning the house for mom. washing your
older’s brother new car, or volunteering to
watch Aunt Sally’s new baby. These “cou
pons” for services require sacrificing some
time from your much anticipated winter
break, but it’ll also save you from depleting
your bank account. Or, give yourself a
present this year and save the interest money
that would have gone to the greedy credit
card company. Giving the plastic a rest in
December will prevent anxiety attacks in
January.
If you are sick of buying presents for
under-appreciative brats, give a toy to a child
in need. Stores often display Christmas tress
decorated with tags for children who are in
need pf a new toy. These tags say the sex of
the child and usually either a clothes size or
an item the child would most like to receive
this holiday season. Most malls have bins
that you can drop off new unwrapped toys.
If buying toys isn’t your style, try donating
some spare change or extra cash to the brave
men and women who spend the holiday col
lecting money for the Red Cross or the Sal
vation Army. The act of giving can be as
enjoyable as the act of receiving.
Food shelves are also in great need this
time of year. Look up the nearest agency in
your area. If you don’t have a lot of money
to give, volunteer your time.
There is always the gift of life, give
blood. Blood supplies usually sink to record
lows this time o f year. Save a life and pro
vide a stranger with the chance to enjoy the
holiday season next year.
Tis the season! Attend services. Wear a
Santa Hat. Check out the tree at Rockefeller
Center. Go ahead sit on Santa’s lap, get your
picture taken. There are so many things to
do to enjoy the season. Don’t let them slide
by.

TIMOTHY CASEY/ MONTCLARION

Holiday giving: (from left) Chris Catching, Greek Council Director o f Academics, Lou
Cuomo, Greek Council President, Danielle Stasik, Greek Council Secretary, and Michelle
Clemack, Greek Council Director o f Public Relations sort through food and clothing
donations for hurricane victims.

TIMOTHY CASEY/ MONTCLARION

No matter how much stress you get tangled up in this holiday season, try not to get
burned out.

Don’t get burnt out before you light the
tree up. Try to take a stress relieving walk
or take time out to just relax. Time can be
the best gift to give yourself.
If your calendar is loaded with holiday
parties and family gatherings, pamper your-

self a little on the way there. It’s a great
excuse to get that hot little dress you’ve
wanted or get your hair and nails done.
The holidays are manageable if you re
member its a celebration. Make the most
of it.

G re e k s co m e to g e th e r in
a hu rrican e relief effort
By Carolyn Velchik
Feature Editor

egative vibes society ring in and out
of the minds and hearts of all
Greeks. Yet still, they remain strong
and prosper greatly throughout the world.
At Montclair State University, there are
over 35 Greek organizations chartered as
Class 4 organizations under the Student
Government Association. Since the begin
ning, the Greeks on this campus have in
herited a bad name for no apparent reason.
Many believe them to be the party go-ers
and the drinkers. In reality, they contribute
a lot to the community through philanthro
pies and community service.
“Fraternities and sororities have been
doing philanthropies and community service
since their inception and throughout the his
tory of MSU,” said Dean Harris, Associate
Dean for Student Development and Greek
Council advisor.
Philanthropy is a major part of Greek
Council. Every semester each organization
must participate in a minimum of two phi
lanthropies. One is of their choice and one
is the choice of the director of philanthropy,
The director, Dawn Stevenson, stated that
everyone has a say in which community
service project is chosen and that it is man
datory for everyone to participate in.
This semester’s mandatory community
service project is a clothes and food drive
relief for the victims who were unexpect
edly struck by Hurricane Andrew. Many be-
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lieve that being required to participate in this
community service is the best part of Greek
Council because it brings everyone together
for a good cause.
“I think the food drive is a great idea. A
lot of people need help and it is good that
we can all pull together to give a maximum
effect. When we work together, we can get
the most done,” stated Jamie D. Ruffilo, Di
rector of Greek Affairs.
In the end, the philanthropy was quite a
success. Lou Cuomo, Greek Council Presi
dent reported that “ 16 organizations pre
sented 20-25 bags and boxes of food and
clothing. It goes to show that when the
Greeks are needed we respond in a big way.”
Although these philanthropies happen
all the time, most go unrecognized. Many
Greeks stated their growing concern for the
negative image that the campus community
has of them. The majority feel as though
they are underestimated and at times very
misunderstood.
Dean Harris shares these concerns. He
felt that “these arc the things that fraterni
ties and sororities do all the time, but get
little recognition and publicity for.”
Michelle Clemack, Public Relations
Chair for Greek Council hopes that now the
campus will sec that Greeks "are about more
than mixers and open parties.”
Lou Cuomo concludes that "Greeks
undeservingly receive negative press and
when it comes down to it, we always show
our true colors.”
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World AIDS Day reminds us M IN D O V E R M A T T E R
By Dr. Susan Herman
importance o f being tested

Howto disagree without being
disagreeable

the immune system to help prevent infec
tion.
Staff Writer
Another factor of the avoidance of test
ec. 1 marked the anniversary ing can be that people are afraid of needles.
of World AIDS Day. This day was An HIV detector test has been developed
an important one to remember, for that is placed between your cheek and gum
isagreement is ah unavoidable part This allows you to depersonalize and re
it reminds Americans of the struggle that we to detect HIV antibodies. The test is being
of life. While at school or work move the emotion from the statement you
face with controlling the AIDS virus. Al adm inistered at the MSU Health and
we have to evaluate peers, offer al are making, such as: “When people don’t
though many of us realize the ways in which Wellness Center by appointment only. ternatives to proposals and stand up for our have their work ready on time it frustrates
the disease can be contracted, people are still Emma Dickey, a certified HIV test counse opinions. In other areas of our personal life others who depend them.” Stick to the facts,
lor and educator who works we must negotiate with friends, lovers, hus avoid personal language, state the effects of
developing the HIV virus.
at St. Joseph’s Comprehen bands, parents and even obnoxious strang the current behavior and the reasons it needs
World AIDS Day placed em
to change.
sive Care Center, conducts ers.
phasis on the importance of
3. Avoid trigger words and phrases.
Many
people
dread
these
confrontations.
testing at the health center
HIV testing in order to stop the
“One of the
These
are expressions that have hostility
When
faced
with
potential
conflicts,
they
twice a week. She is an ex
spreading of this virus that is
main reasons
built
into
them and are guaranteed to pro
keep
quiet
to
preserve
the
peace,
but
often
perienced care giver who is
destroying the lives of so many.
people
avoid
voke
conflict.
Common phrases included
become
angry
at
themselves
for
doing
so.
able to help ease the tension
According to statistics from
“If
you
really...”
“If you really loved me”
Or
they
speak
up,
but
in
a
hostile
way
that
testing is that
of being tested for the HIV
the Center of Disease Control,
or
“If
you
really
cared
about the job.” Why?
escalates
the
conflict
and
unnecessarily
virus.
there are 641,086 cumulative
they don’t
When this is used with emphasis it implies
alienates
others.
Confidentiality of re
AIDS cases reported. There are
want to know
It doesn’t have to be this way. There hat the other person is wrong and must jus
sults is held with the utmost
currently 534,532 males and
are
simple
techniques we can all apply to tify his actions. Try “Tell me” because that
if they have
importance and respect. An
98,468 reported to be diagnosed
defuse hostility and make communication statement is more neutral. Managed as in
identification number is
with the virus. Total deaths rep
the virus.
you managed to get something done. It
less stressful and more effective. '
used to label the tests in
resent the astounding number of
implies that the person had major problems
stead of an individual’s
390,692. These statistics are
and just barely was able to get the task done.
PEACEFUL CONFLICT
------------------«
name. In no way will the
not meant to intimidate, but to
1.
Detach yourself immediately. To 4. The Boring Response. The Boring
make people aware of the truth that this dis results of your test be given to anyone else, deal with conflict in a rational way we need Response responding to a verbal attack by
ease is ravaging the lives of so many. De no matter what the circumstance. The enough distance to evaluate the situation and giving a long and boring response has the
tection of HIV is crucial in order to prevent Health and Wellness Center realizes the ne determine the best possible response. This effect of gently talking the other person into
the disease being spread unknowingly to cessity of keeping results private and strictly can be difficult. Our first instinct when more passive behavior. It is important that
confidential.
others.
someone shouts at us or embarrasses us is your tone of voice be calm and neutral and
The recognition of AIDS Awareness to protect our self esteem. When we try to avoid any type of sarcasm or patronizing.
One of the main reasons people avoid
5. Be honest. When all else fails you may
testing is that they don’t want to know if month will hopefully influence the MSU protect ourselves we often try to get even
they have the virus. Nancy Ellson, nurse community to be tested for the virus. It is or lash out un-productively at the other per need to sit down with the person in private
practitioner and director of the Health and important to realize that detection can help son. It is helpful to realize that the other and state your position frankly. It is still very
Wellness Center at MSU, expressed the people make the necessary changes in their person’s goal was not to cause us pain. Usu important that you keep your voice low,
importance of detection of the virus. She life-style to keep them healthy. Detection ally he/she was reacting without consider neutral and without hostility.
If you find that you repeatedly get an
stated that it is necessary to protect your also prevents a person from unknowingly ing our feelings. Seeing the other person
gry
and
aggressive with people or if you find
differently
can
help
us
come
up
with
a
more
immune system if you are diagnosed with spreading the virus to others. If you are in
that
you
cannot speak up when you need to
effective
response.
the virus. She firmly emphasized that be terested in learning more about HIV testing
do
so,
it
may
help to consult a counselor. A
2.
Phrase
responses
in
neutral
ways.
ing HIV positive is not a death sentence. at MSU, contact the Health and Wellness
counselor
may
be able to provide insight and
For
example,
do
not
put
extra
emphasis
on
There are many therapies available to boost Center in Blanton Hall at X 4361.
any of your words, which signals your an coaching to help you learn more effective
ger. Substitute third language for you and I. strategies.
By Lisa Gribben
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• Holiday Flea Market, 9 a.m.-4 p.m. SC Ballrooms
• Holiday Luncheon, 11:30 a.m.- 2 p.m. SC Dining Room
• Haitian Students Association, 3-4 p.m. SC Cafe C
• 4 Walls; 4 p.m. SC 121
• Conservation Club, 4:15 p.m. SC Commuter Lounge
• Faces of the Food Chain Presentation, 7:30 p.m. SC
Ballroom B
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• Drop off a gift for the campus wide gift drive at either
Newman Catholic Campus Ministry, Student Center,
College Hall or Partridge Hall.
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• Get your last minute Christmas shopping
done!
• Hanukkah begins on Sunday at sundown
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• Narcotics Anonymous, 3:30-4:30 p.m. BL Hall
• Muslim Students Association, 4 p.m. SC 417
• NAACP meeting/ study hall, 7 p.m. SC Cafe C
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*
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• Free HIV Testing, 12-5 p.m. Health and Wellness
Center, Blanton Hall
• L.A.S.O. Meeting, 3:30 p.m. SC Cafe C
• Alcoholics Anonymous, 3:30-4:30 p.m. BL Hall
• Conservation Club, 5 p.m. SC Commuter Lounge

To learn how you can help, call the National
Committee to Prevent Child Abuse today.

m

Cornell

1-800-CHILDREN

'

• Free Commuter Breakfast, 8:30 a.m. SC Commuter
Lounge
• Free Pool, 12-2 p.m. SC Game Room
• Double Helix, Molecular/ Biology Club, 4 p.m. MA 258
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The world’s easiest-to-use computer
is now the world’s easiest-to-own.
Never in history has there been a computer as easy to use as the new iMac.'"
In just ten minutes, you can take it from the box and onto the Internet. And
never in history has a computer been this easy to own. For less than
$ 2 9 .9 9 a m o n th ,* and n o p a y m e n t s f o r t h e f i r s t 9 0 d a y s
(for students), o r 3 0 d a y s (for faculty and staff) you can own an iMac.
See how much easier owning an iMac can be.
T h e iM a c S y s te m
B3958LL/B iMac™ including AppleWorks®
Includes a 233-MHz PowerPC G3 processor, 32MB SDRAM, 512K of backside L2
cache, 4GB IDE hard disk drive, 24x CD-ROM drive; 10/100BASE-T Ethernet, builtin 15" (13.8 diagonal viewable) high-quality display, internal 56K fax/clata modem,
two 12-Mbps Universal Serial Bus (USB) ports, 4-Mbps infrared technology (IrDA)
port, built-in stereo speakers with SRS* sound, Mac* OS, Apple USB Keyboard,
and Apple USB Mouse.

$1249 or less than $29.99/mo*

A p p le L o a n s fo r
H ig h e r E d u c a tio n
Apple Loans for Higher Education offer low-interest loans for faculty, staff
members and students associated with a college or university. Students

With every Mac®
CPU purchase** you
will receive the

“Super Savings
Coupon Book”
downloadable on the Web,
featuring cash rebates and
premiums (over $2000

*

in possible

additional savings) on the hottest new
consumer software and hardware products.

are eligible to defer the principal payments while still in school.
For more details on the Apple Loan for Higher Education call
1 - 8 0 0 - A P P L E - L N o r visit
w w w . a p p le . c o m / f in a n c in g .

Order directly from
University
M o n t c la ir S t a t e
L o w e r L e v e l S tu d e n t
C e n t e r B ld g .
9 7 3 -6 5 5 -5 4 6 0

am m erm an@ saturn.m ontclair.edu

i a*,,* ir,„r„ni r,n ill,- finii hiisinres div of each momli plus A9U%("Kate ). as oi i i///yo, me nuic is
S m K h Z iin « g rf

=£ i

£

r

*93 monthly payments of >22.61 based on a principal amount of 11,329 consisting of manufacturapproximaiely 120 clays after loan disbursement Hie month rate equals the prime rate pubi i .ju » (o.ini» |*mn. -1 iuw i*us 3 90%), 1.3.6% APR, subject to monthly increase or decrease. Any change(s) lo the Rate will lake

r!'
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Je su s Christ Superstar h oly
Players performance of
“Superstar” is excellent
By Victoria Tengelics
Assistant Arts Editor

J

m o n t c l a r io n
Voi. 78 No. 14
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esus Christ Superstar opens this

Thursday and it is worth putting your
books aside for two hours to see it. Put
on by Players, this play will draw out all your
emotions. Jesus Christ Superstar is a dif
ficult play to perform but the cast handles it
well. C.A. Hay did a terrific job of directing
this show, which is Player’s last production
of the semester. Every actor took on their
part and really feel their character’s emo
tions.
Jesus Christ Superstar is the story of
Christ’s adult life through his demise. It’s
set to rock music and gives a different per
spective on Jesus’ relationship with his dis
ciples and friends. It shows Jesus as more
human, capable of a range of emotions from
love to anger and pain.
Since this is a musical drama, the music
and dancing contribute a lot to the mood of
the play. The dance sequences were well
choreographed by choreographer Jodi

ro lle rs ro ck M S U

Zeichner, who put a mod
em touch on them. The
dancers themselves, led
by “ Soul G irls” Beth
K operhhats, Kathleen
Renn and Jennifer Augus
tine, were exceptional.
The vocal strength of all
members of the cast was
impressive.
Phillip Cason played
the lead role of Jesus convincingly. He really
seemed to become his
character. One could ac
tually feel Jesus’ pain at
the last supper when he
predicts Judas’ betrayal
and Peter’s denial.
Amanda Guide, who
played Mary Magdelan,
has a beautiful voice. She
was able to express so
much passion in her voice
as she sang about her love
for Christ. Judas was
skillfully portrayed by
Everett Lippel. He also
has a strong voice and
like Cason, he made his
character come alive, Amanda Guide and Phil Cason as M ary Magdaline and Jesus
which was expressed best Superstar opening today.
in the betrayal scene.
Brian Chambers was per
fectly evil in his part as
Caiaphas, the leader of the
Pharisees. His character is
supposed to disgust you and
he brings that to life. There
were other noteworthy perfor
m ances such as Charles
Cason as Peter and Katie
Christiansen, who has a very
sweet voice, as Claudia Pilate.
My favorite and the most
hilarious part of Jesus Christ
Superstar is the scene where
Jesus is brought to see King
Herod. You may recall that
in the mbvie Herod is talking
to Christ while lounging on an

in Players production o f Jesus Christ

iceberg, so I was curious to see what they
were going to do instead. A motorcycle was
substituted for the iceberg and biker chics
for his bikini clad beach bunnies. However,
the scene would not have been completely
funny without Leon Dobkowski’s portrayal
of Herod. His facial expressions and man
nerisms were boisterously entertaining. He
really made the part his own.
Jesus Christ Superstar will provoke
your emotions and bring tears to your eyes,
but it will also make you laugh hysterically.
The cast put many hard hours into making
this production a success and it really shows.
It will run this weekend starting Thursday
night, so don’t miss it. You will not be dis
appointed.

The cast and crew o f Jesus Christ Superstar

Galileo exibit at the University
teers from the audience to stand up and blow
bubbles, while he was thanking Dr. Pace,
Staff Writer
the arts staff, and the crowd of art lovers
for
appearing at his lecture. A beautiful be
n Thursday, Dec. 3, 1998, fa
ginning,
but it could have been better with
mous artist and sculptor, John
Bromberg, visited Montclair State out the bubble blowing gag.
Mr. Bromberg inaugurated his lecture
University and conducted his profound art
by showing slide shows of his past work,
lecture in Calcia Auditorium from 3 - 5
p.m., followed by a bizarre performance and the people who inspired him to do so.
including half of the audience engaged in The first slide consisted of a group of nuns,
a glass symphony orchestra, and later a and a shadow boulder. Mr. Bromberg illus
band of individuals entering the room blow trated the Erseline Sisters in his hometown,
ing hornlike instruments which created Ozone Park, where he was taught by the
eerie sounds that consumed the entire room. Sisters not to feel ashamed of his talent and
The first half of this presentation was personality. Mr. Bromberg indicated that at
fruitful when Dr. Lorenzo Pace, Director of that time, he wasn’t the renown patron of
MSU’s Art Department, began with an in art that he is today, but just a young man
troduction to John Bromberg, whom he with an imagination ready to set the world
claimed to have met in an elevator, and dis on fire with its unparalleled uniqueness.
covered that he had found an artist whose The second slide shown was taken in Penn
great talent and method in sculpture, pup sylvania, where Mr. Bromberg was a
petry, and art must be revealed to the world. minimalist painter who painted things that
Mr. Bromberg was very honored by Dr. did not agree with him, which led him to
Pace’s devotion and began his show by indulge in creating earthworks of art.
Mr. Bromberg then replied that he
standing in front of the audience, holding
an oddly-shaped sign with two white wings wanted to start a company where he would
JENN WINSKI/ MONTCLARION
connected to it. Either Mr. Bromberg design fantastic artwork made from the
was attempting to enlighten the audience earth. According to him, he dismantled
with his humor or he has managed to out
The flying bike is ju s t one o f the p ieces in the U niversity G a lle ry show ing “G alileo's
shine his artistic stature and talent with his
SEE GALLERY, ON P. 14 Discourses Concerning The G reat W orld System s".
strange behavior. He then asked two volun
By Dominick Banks
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L ove on 34th street
By Victoria Tengelics

Doris Walker, the director of the parade, has
put together a spectacular event except for
the fact that Santa Claus is drunk. Kris
hristmas time is upon us again, a Kringle just happens to be there and, since
time for families and good cheer. he looks just like Santa Claus, she asks him
This past Saturday, families came to fill in. The crowd loves him and she of
to MSU to enjoy Miracle on 34th Street:: fers him a job as Macy’s Santa Claus. When
The Musical, which was sponsored by The children come to him asking for something
Arts Programming Department as part of that Macy’s does not carry, instead of sug
their Great Events series.
gesting something that Macy’s has to offer,
As an added bonus, the Arts Program he tells the parents what store they can go
ming Department and the Visual Arts Edu to get it. Although this was an unconven
cation Department worked together to spon tional idea for Macy’s, since the public likes
sor a craft event before the show for the it so much, they adopt it with all their clerks.
children. Volunteering students from the Everything was going fine until Doris real
Arts Education Department and the Mont ized that'Kris truly believed that he was
clair Art Education Student Organization Santa Claus. At first she fired him but when
(M.A.S.E.O.) helped children with holiday she found out that Mr. Macy would be ex
craft projects. There were three booths set tremely upset she hired him back and had
up. The first was a printmaking table where the store counselor to test him. Mr. Sawyer
kids could use stamps, paints and glitter to thought himself to be a real psychologist,
make holiday pictures or cards. At the next but he is little more than a guidance coun
table the students set up cards for the chil selor and diagnoses Kris as crazy and has
dren to decorate. The last booth was the him carted off to Bellevue. There is a hear
nicest, at this table children made holiday ing and Fred Gayley, Kris’s friend and Doris
cards for sick children staying at a nearby Walker’s love interest, attempts to prove that
h o s p ita l.
Kris is re
My daugh
ally
and
ter had a lot
truly Santa
of fun, as
Claus. With
did
the
some help
other chil
from
the
dren par
post office
ticipating in
department
the craft
Gayley wins
event. The
the case.
Arts Pro
A 1 gram m ing
though used
Depart
to the movie
ment, Vi
version, I
sual Arts
thoroughly
E ducation
enjoyed
DAWN CINCOTTA
Department
Miracle on
a n d
34th Street:
Christmas crafts entertained the children prior to the show.
M.A.E.S.O.
The M usi
sponsor craft events like this one before ev cal. Playwright Buffy Sedlachek held on to
ery children’s Great Event.
the basic story while adding in some come-,
Troupe America, Inc. put on Miracle on die characters. Rocky Elf and Sunny Elf,
34th Street: The Musical. For those of you played by Shelby Watson and Gwen Lin
who haven’t already seen the movie Miracle den, were well performed and hilarious.
on 34th Street, on which the musical was Since the play is set in 1947, towards the
based, it’s the story of the spirit of Christ end of the big band era, there was a lot of
mas coming to life in one man who believes swing music and dancing, which made it a
himself to be Santa Claus. The story opens lot of fun. Everyone in the audience seemed
up at the Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade. to get a big kick out of it too, especially my
Assistant Arts Editor

C

THE THEATER PLACE

Cast of Miracle on 34th Street playing in the M em orial Auditorium.

daughter who was trying to dance along with
them.
Leslie Conerly was terrific in her pre
sentation of the cynical Doris Walker who
feels that her daughter Susan, portrayed by
Sabrina Crews, shouldn’t believe in Santa
Claus or other fairy tales. Doris wants her
daughter to only deal with the realities in
life so that she doesn’t have high expecta
tions. Crews was impressive as Susan, the
young girl who is conflicted between her
mother’s beliefs and her own questions
about Santa. I especially liked Tom
Bengston in his role as Mr. Shellhammer/
Lou; he was extremely amusihg as Doris’

nervous and somewhat spastic co-worker.
Kenton Holden was reminiscent of what
we all believe Santa to be like and even
looked like him. Other noteworthy perfor
mances were Jeff March’s portrayal of Fred
Gayley and Jonathan Peterson in his role of
Mr. Sawyer. On a whole I was very im
pressed by the musical talents of the troupe;
everyone who sang had a beautiful voice and
the dancing was superb.
The audience was very enthusiastic and
the applause was thunderous. It was a pleas
ant evening thanks to everyone in the Arts
Programming and Arts Education Depart
ments.

he
Machine

Dec. 1, thanks
to Class 1
Concerts

.CHRISTEN PEIRCE/ MONTCLARION

Swing Thing in Blanton Atrium
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As You Like It,
Theatre, 1p.m.
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Room, NY
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Biliy Joel, Madisor
Square Garden, NY

start
finals.

Sat, Decembe
Jesus Chris
Players, S
Rm 126, 8p.m.
As You Like It, Studio
Theatre, 1p.m. & 8p.m.

“Rapunzel” and “Don’t Drink The Water”
were two songs played off the new album.
By far, the biggest reaction of the night
was when Dave Matthews Band played
“Crash Into Me.” It was interesting to hear
the crowd singing louder than the band.
They took a much needed timeout for five
minutes, and then finished their set with an
amazing 15 minute jam session of “All
Along The Watchtower.”
Dave Matthews Band played for about
two and a half to three hours, which is very
unusual for a band, but no one complained.
This concert was even better than the one
they played at Giants Stadium this summer,
I guess because of the intimacy between the
band and the fans in Madison Square Gar
den. Everyone I was with had seen Dave
Matthews before, and everyone of them
agreed this was their best concert they have
given sp far.

Concert at MSG is
the best ever
B y J e f f K a m a m ln sk l

n Thursday, Dec. 3, seven
friends and 1 headed over to
Madison Square Garden for the
second night of two sold out shows to see
Dave Matthews Band. We arrived about
fifteen minutes before Dave Matthews went
on, and the opening band was just finishing
up. Then the lights went out and Dave
Matthews Band came onto the stage only
to hear a thunderous roar from the fans.
They opened their set with a very long ver
sion of “Jimi Thing.” This got the crowd
dancing in the aisles and singing along. It
was seriously an unbe
lievable song done l i v e , ____________
and they played it well.
O ff the Under The
Table And Dreaming
CD, they played "The
Best
of
W hat’s
DAVE MATTHEWS BAND
A round,” “Typical
Situation,” and “Pay
For What You G et.”
Dave Matthews did his
infam ous
dancing
while playing amazing
versions of “ Say
Goodbye” and “Lie In
Our Graves.”
A few times during
their set, the lights went
on in Madison Square
Garden, and it was re
ally impressive to see
all the fans having such
a good time. They con
tinued to play on, and
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DMB rocks the fans at MSG

Staff Writer
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As You Like It,
Theatre, 8p!m.
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iany
exciting and worthwhile
events you know o f that
would like to be placed on
this calander, feel free to
contact Lynette at x 5241.

GIVE A MIRACLE G IFT THIS HOLIDAY SEASON
Join North Jersey FCU in supporting the Children’s Miracle Net
work by participating in the annual “Holiday Miracle Balloon”
program running from November 27, 1998 to January 1, 1999.
Personalized balloons in the shape of a dove will be sold for a
$1.00 each to raise money for the children’s
hospitals throughout the area.
Jt
You can also help brighten the holidays of
less fortunate children in Passaic County by A D &
participating in the Board o f Social Services “Adopt A Child For The Holidays’
program. Simply stop by the Credit
Union and choose on e o f the 50 name
tags on our tree. Then, affix the tag to
a wrapped gift o f no more than a $12
value and return it to the Credit
Union by Wednesday, Dec. 16th.
This holiday season, give the gift
o f hope to those who need it most
by participating in these worthy
charities. Stop by the Credit
Union today to do your part.

North Jersey FCU wishes you and your family a
happy holiday season!
As an student or em ployee here at M ontclair State University you and
your Fam ily are eligible for the benefits and services o f North Jersey
FCU. If you are interested in saving money call the Credit Union at 973785-9200, just ask Jackie Sturm @ x. 382 to get more details on how to
becom e a m em ber and take advantage o f our valuable services.

Visit our web site at: www.njfcu.org
or E-mail us at info@njfcu.org

HOUDAY
PARTY ‘98

I S O IS A C L A S S I O F 5 G A

ISO presents its annual holiday party with Irish Bagpipers to help celebrate the
end of the term featuring a performance by “Andy Dickson and His Band”
Playing Traditional Irish Music
Monday, December 14th at 7:30pm - Cohen Lounge, Dickson Hall
All are welcome!
ISO is a Class I of SGA

,le * ^
R a te s 1

BILLIARDS
Open 7 Days
From 11am - 2am

1158 Main Ave
Clifton, NJ

Phone: 973-365-9856
Fax: 973-778-8781

$12.00 per hour rents you the table for 2, 3 or 4 players!
(1/2 price, $6.00 per hour for one player)
20% college ID discount all day every day
Wednesday night C-Class tournaments
Thursday night - Ladies Play Free!
P rofessional Tables

• Snack

Bar

• Fun

Friendly A tm osphere
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Faith in Theatre Dept, renewed with A s You Like It
By Kevin Schwoebel
Advertising Director

hen I was told that I would be
reviewing another Deptartment
of Theatre and Dance attempt at
performing Shakespeare, I must confess, I
cringed. When I was further informed that
it was As You Like It, I must confess, I
gasped. But when I heard that the produc
tion would be set in the 1960s, I must con
fess, I giggled my posterior, almost to tears.
“The ‘60s?” said I. “What the hell are they
thinkin’ down there?” was also heard bel
lowing through the Student Center Annex
in my unmistakably dulcet tones. 1 mean,
come on. Let’s face it. The Department’s
last crack at interpreting the Bard (Classi
cal Acts: Shakespeare's Lovers and Mad
men) was, shall we say, and I mean this with
the utmost respect, incredibly embarrassing,
in part, some might say, due to the wildly
bland nature of the setting coupled with the
outrageous music. “Outrageous” is just me
being kind. So, one might see what I was
expecting with As You Like It. Well, I am
profoundly proud to say, my expectations
of this production were given such a kick
in the pants, that I’m still feeling the clear
imprint of workboot sole on my seat!
Do I dare say this early in the review
that you should go see this show? Abso
lutely, undeniably and without question. Go
see As You Like It. And here’s why: the di
rector of this production, MSU Faculty
member Susan Kerner, has provided an in
ventive interpretation of this story that
works. And it works without insulting her
students, the literature or the audience. As
You Like It is, at best, a confusing show to
begin with. It contains many plot lines which
cross in and out, here and there. However,
Kerner attempts and succeeds in portraying
each relationship clearly, or as clear as one
can hope for in any Shakespearean produc
tion. But, “W hat about the whole ‘60s
thing?” you ask.
It’s fairly simple. The characters within
the story fall very nicely into two groups.
There are the Hippies, who are kind of the
“good guys”, and there are the Army types,
who are kind of the “bad guys.” It’s great
stuff. Kerner has taken a classic societal “ri
valry,” if you will, that we are all essentially
familiar with, and applied it to a 400 yearold play. This device succeeds in bringing
us, the people of the 20th century, closer to
the story by giving us something with which
to identify, without insulting our intelli
gence. And what’s also brilliant is that it
doesn’t need to do any more. There is no
ramming of the Vietnam War down the
throats of the audience. There is no exces
sive goofiness on the part of the Hippie char
acters, which there easily could have been.
The only other thing this setting provides is
some appropriate, relevant period music,
most of which is played and sung by the
Hippie characters. Bravo!
And I would like nothing more than to
say something about each cast member, all
of whom are a credit to both the Dept, and
the University at large, but I only have lim
ited space. However, I’m going to try any
way. Tony Grosso’s “Orlando” is alive and
full of fire, albeit, at times, his cup doth
runeth over. Still, it was hardly a deterrent.
Kristen Drake gives us a “Rosalind” who
swells with power when she rails against her
uncle, and swoons with love while trying to
disguise her identity from the man she
adores. The only real criticism was that
D rake’s perform ance of Rosalind and
Ganymede were just too close. I believe that
the moments when Rosalind “pops” out of
her Ganymede disguise when she is over
come with her feelings for Orlando would
have been much sharper, funnier, etc., if the
two characters were a bit more removed
from each other. Celia, as portrayed by

W
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STEVE HOCKSTEIN/ HARVARD STUDIO

Kristen Drake and Tony Grosso as Rosalind and Orlando in the Theater Dept, ’s production o f As You Like It.

Julianne Blake, is a bundle of girlish energy,
with a helping of comic plotting. Cilia’s
devotion to her cousin is well played, as is
her love-at-first-sight reaction to Oliver. Jim
Festante is a riot on his own as Touchstone,
the fool, but his work with Amy La Posa as
his somewhat drafty, yet charmingly lusty
love interest, Audrey, simply should not be
missed. Jonathan Chavis gives us one hell
of a focus character in his Duke Frederick.
He’s all the military father you’ll ever need,
throw in that voice, and he’s even missing
an arm! He’s one excellently portrayed
creepy bastard. Brendon G allagher’s
“Oliver” started out a tad stiff and bit flat,
but by the second act, Gallagher found some
of what he was missing and blossomed anew
in finding love.
And bravo to Victoria Cozzolilno,
Denyse Owens, Aaron Schurgin, Carmine
Covello Jr., Justin Lloyd, and Matthew
Carlin, who portrayed the exiled, hippie
Duke Senior and his hippie followers. This
task could have easily been made into a shal
low mockery of the hippies, drugs, and the
music of the period. However, it was any
thing but a mockery. Bravo again! Other
standout perform ances include Brian
C ichoki, Ralph C ozzarelli, Matt
Kawczynski, Raine Brown and Will Coles.
A special commendation to Carmine
Covello, Jr. for his musical direction. I «.
thought the song choices were perfect.
Therese Bruck had a difficult job in select
ing the costumes, which was done well. It
is easy to go over the top with the styles of
the hippies, but it was tasteful and well
thought out. Set Designer Randy Mugleston
proved that less is more with his design for
As You like It. Rather than fancy sets on
stage, the places off stage are decorated,
which serves to put the whole audience in
the Forest of Arden. W. Scott MacConnell’s
fight choreography is exciting. Pro-wres
tling and Shakespeare are strange bedfel
lows indeed! Tim Stefanoski again had a
difficult choice to make with his lighting
design. While he could have chosen to go
crazy with trippy colors and effects, he chose
the more realistic view, and succeeded.
In addition, it is refreshing to see a
Shakespeare production in a setting other

than the original that actually works. Ev
eryone whom I have heard speculate on this
production is definitely in for ar surprise, or,
at least they should be. In conclusion, I want

to thank everyone involved in this produc
tion for renewing my faith in this Dept.,
which had hit an all time personal low ear
lier this fall.

1. Ghostface Killah - Mighty Healthy
2. Afu-Ra - Whirlwind Through Cities
3. Method Man - Dangerous Grounds
4. Tragedy Khadfi - Bloodtype
5. R asco - M ajor League featuring Defari

6. La The Darkman 4 City Lights
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Gallery
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10

1998-1999 Department o f Theatre and Dance Series

William Shakespeare
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The University Gallery’s exibit “Galileo’s Discourses Concerning The Great World Systems.'

many buildings which proved useful in his
first project, when he and a group of artists
created “The Bridge,” a combination of
scraps from an old abandoned bridge
currently out of use, along with an unknown
individual who acquired $90,000 from sell
ing the scraps of the original bridge before
its terminated use. In another slot, it showed
another earthworks project, “A Cliff Hill,”
which was typically a large quantity of rock
that was molded together as part of the
project. The next slot showed architectural
findings of deserted observatories used as
art facilities and strongholds for top-secret
earthwork undertakings. Many of Mr.
Bromberg’s slides consisted of newly con
structed, pyramid-like shelters, articulate
shrines crafted out of w ood'and huge
amounts of the earth, and odd figures such
as giant-rock molds of dirt or a vast field
consumed with blue crops.
His slides were truly successful in cap
turing the image of those who greatly in
spired his life, most of whom were his
deeply influential mentors. The first was
his father, Harold Bromberg, who is de
picted as wise, tolerant, and understanding.
The second is Jerome Wineburger, whose
hour-and-a-half long conversations on the
fusion of art amazingly broadened Mr.
Bromberg artistic talents and capabilities.
Truti Keralack, who taught him about the
fusion of art and science was next, as well
as Akin Darangclo, an astronomer who built
an art observatory with John. Another slot
showed Joseph Ferinsky, a man with views
and great knowledge about the fusion of the
spirit world and art.
Finally, there was Wallace Blackburg
who is a member of the Lakalta tribe, and
who most desired to represent the people of
his country. It was Blackburg who also
taught Bromberg about the connection be- tween spirituality and matter. These people
have held a special place in John Bromberg’s
heart, and as a result, he has managed to
enact their principles and teachings with
astounding honor and dignity in his quest
to create ultimate beauty out of art. Imme
diately following this slide show, Mr.
Bromberg put on a performance, covered

in exceedingly weird masks such as a pig’s face, ghost’s face,
and a large, rugged and depressing face while walking
strangely around the stage with bare-feet with bone-chilling
music originating from a nameless, shadowy cello player.
However, the show did not succeed in its purpose to enter
tain the audience, but it was an impressionable attempt by
Bromberg and his crew. Shortly after the show concluded, the
audience proceeded to the Arts Gallery where they observed
Bromberg’s creative works. The Art lecture and the perfor
mances were very intriguing in its basic setting and display.
Hopefully, Mr. Bromberg will revisit Montclair State Univer
sity to share more of his exquisite creations with the
University’s most influential art lovers and students.

December xo, n, & 12 at 8 p m ,
December 11 at i p m and December 13 at 2PM
Studio Theatre

Box Office: 973.655.5112

Fairfield Business Center
333 Ronte 46 W„ Fairfield, NJ 07004
(973) 227-4000

N ew R e d u c e d S t u d e n t R a t e s !
30 D a y s f o r $34
No L ong T erm C ommittment — N o I n itia tio n F ees

In clu d es u n lim ited u se of:
C ardiovascular E q u ip m e n t - Treadmills, Lifecycles, Steppers, Nordic

Tracks, Cross Trainers, Rowers, Versaclimbers.
Free W eights & Selectorized E q u ip m e n t - Cybex, Bodymaster, Ham m er

Strength, Universal.
A erobic C lasses - Yoga-Step-Boxercise, Abs, Body Toning & more

in tro d u c to ry Special
(First Tim* Visitors Only)

Purchase a 30-Day Membership
for $24 and get
Another 30 Days for Free!
(Umitsd Tims Offsr)
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Looking to Train:

AS AN EGG DONOR,
YOU CAN HELP A
COUPLE BE WHAT
THEY’VE ALWAYS
DREAMED OP BEING...
l "*
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HELP NEEDED!
HELP NEEDED!

THE INSTTTUTE FOR
REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE
AND SCIENCE OF SAINT BARNABAS

^

Thursday,

*

A FAMILY.

w
T-

"TheInstitute for Reproductive Medicine and Science of

1 .

'

A E R O B IC S IN S T R U C T O R S

Saint Barnabas Medical Center is seeking egg donors.
There are many infertile couples whose only dream is to
have a family. That's why we're reaching out to you—women of
all ethnic backgrounds, between the ages of 21 and 32, who are
willing to donate eggs. You will be carefully screened both med
ically and psychologioally to ensure your optimum health. Our
donation program adheres to the highest ethical standards, and
your participation will be confidential.
After you have completed an egg donor cycle, you will be
compensated $5,000. To qualify, you must have medical insur
ance and be able to provide your own transportation to and
from the hospital.

L IF E G U A R D S

Residents of New York can have screening and daily moni
toring tests performed locally by a physician practice which is
associated with the Institute.

For more information on being an egg donor,
please call I (800) 824-3123

B A SK E T B A L L &
V O L L E Y B A L L OFFICIAI S

We’re right here when you need us.

■ ■ SAINT BARNABAS
■ ■ MEDICAL CENTER

Call the MSU Department of Campus
Recreation and Intramural Services
9 73-655-7443 or Email us at
smiths@mail.montclair.edu

An affiliate o f the Sami Barnabas Hfmlth Care System
o u m h iM
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H ie Daewoo College
Finance Program just rolled in!
Introducing a low
p aym ent plan
e s p e c ia lly fo r students.

* 6 6 / month

On Approved Lender Credit*

Now with special interest only financing for up to
two years, you can easily afford a new Daewoo.
Daewoo cars offer exceptional value by coming
well-equipped with features that cost extra on
most other cars.
Every Daewoo is covered on all regular
scheduled maintenance at no charge for
up to 3 years**
And to make
it even easier,
the Insurance
Answer Center
w ill help you
comparison shop
for auto insurance.

www.daewoous.com
Daew oo. A n e w car.
A n e w e x p e rie n ce .
48

DAEW OO
Daewoo of St. James

587 E. Jericho Turnpike
(516) 979-0111

at9

APR Base LanosSpr,ceS8.999is 99MSRP. .nc.uUIng
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The Voice of
M ontclair State

Are GER requirements too
restrictive or excessive?
“I think that the GER requirements may be a little
too excessive. With all of the required classes the stu
dents must take, it would be extremely difficult for
someone to graduate in four years. I also think that
many students use the GER classes as a way of delay
ing a decision for choosing a major. As far as restric
tive, I do not think that GER’s can fall under that cat
egory. There are a wide variety of classes to choose
from. All of the most desirable GER classes are filled
very quickly so the selection is pretty narrow for a lot
of the students. The problem comes when you have to
find a class that is open and fits your schedule as well.”
Patrick Manies, Undeclared

“I do believe that the GERs have restrictions. The
courses that we are required to take usually do not have
anything to do with our major. For instance, I am an
acting major so I see no reason why I should have to
take a science course. The GERs involving my major
I have no problem taking.”
Adriane Lam bert, Acting

“I feel the GER requirements are not restrictive or
excessive. MSU offers many different types of GERs
so people have a wide selection to pick from. Also, it’s
good to have GER requirements because it teaches
people a little about many different subjects. Having
QERs can help make a well-rounded student.”
M ike Stasio, Undeclared

&

Should on-campus students
be permitted to remain
in their residence halls
over winter recess?
LET YOUR VOICE BE HEARD!
Call 655-7616 or e-mail
VellucciJ@alpha.montclair.edu
to respond.
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The C In C-Store:
Convenience Versus Cost
A recent Montclarion investigation proved what many students have known all along:
prices in the C-Store, the convenience store run by Sodexho-Marriott located on the first
floor o f the Student Center, are high. Even when compared to a Rite A id, an A&P, and more
comparable establishments, such as a local convenience store and an E xxon M ini Mart, CStore prices were still, in most cases, higher.
The examples truly speak for them selves. A two liter bottle o f C oca Cola, a practical and
essential item for many students during the present final exam period, was priced at $ 1.99 at
the C-Store. Students taking the initiative to leave campus could find the same size bottle
o f Coca Cola being sold for 99 cents at a local Rite-Aid, 89 cents at a convenience store. An
individual banana costs twice as much in the C-Store as it does at the local A & P as well as
the Exxon Mini Mart. A 15 oz. container o f W hite Rain brand shampoo? The local conve
nience store sold it for 99 cents. The C-Store? $2.49.
W hile many claim that the convenience o f having the C-Store just a few steps away from
their classrooms and their residence halls is worth paying a few cents more, many see the
high prices as a sore spot in the middle o f a successful year for M SU Food Services and
Sodexho-Marriott. W hile the list o f improvements grows (including but not limited to:
higher-than-anticipated weekend attendance at the recently-renovated Freeman Dining Hall,
student praises for the recently adopted block meal plan system , the success o f the Red
Hawk van, located outside o f Dickson Hall, the popularity o f the Rathskellar’s late night
programming), the prices at the C-Store remain an issue among students.
For every over-priced pack o f gum or tube o f toothpaste, however, there are a dozen
products that students purchase without a second thought as to the cost. C offee cups regu
larly fly o ff the shelves o f the C-Store, as do bottles o f soda and 1.5 oz. bags o f chips. Lines
often stretch around the counter o f the C-Store and there is rarely a time when the store is
empty.
' .
What many o f us forget is that the products in the C-Store are not turning an imm ense
profit for Sodexho-Marriott. W hile it is an amusing image to imagine the supposed fat cats
o f Food Services running o f with the few cents more that they might charge for a 2 0 oz.
Bottle o f Pepsi, officials within Auxiliary Services have reminded us that the C -Store’s
prices are more comparable to the Exxon Mini Mart, based largely on the fact that Rite-Aid
is supplying for far more than one store. And, measured against the M ini Mart, the C-Store
doesn’t look that bad: a half gallon o f milk costs 11 cents more at the M ini Mart, a C-Store
chipwich rings up at $1.25 versus E xxon’s $1.39. And, though a pack o f M int-A-Burst
chewing gum still costs $1.89 at the C-Store compared to 99 cents at the Exxon M ini Mart,
one cannot help but think that many o f these prices are so through the roof. For the sake o f
our wallets, bled dry regularly by tuition and fee hikes brought on by cuts in state spending,
w e just w ish that the ceiling were a little lower.

ADVERTISING DIRECTOR • Kevin Schwoebel
Advertising Phone: 973-655-5237
FACULTY ADVISER . Professor Ron Hollander
•The udviscr neither prereads nor regulates (he contents of The Montclarion.
for which its editors arc totally responsible.

The Montclarion is a class one organization of the Student Government As
sociation, Inc. of Montclair State University. Published weekly, except
during examinations, summer and winter sessions, The Montclarion is funded
in part by student fees distributed by the SGA. The views expressed in the
opinion section, with the exception of the main editorial, do not necessarily
reflect the views of The Montclarion.

The Montclarion Mailbox Policy

• All letters must be typed. • Letters exceeding 500 words will not be considered for publication. • Once
received, letters are property of The Montclarion and may be edited for length, content and libel. *. Letters will
not be printed unless they include the author’s name, major, social security number and phone number or email address. • Only one letter by an author will be printed each month. • Submission deadline: Monday,
10:00 p.m. • Letters may be submitted through e-mail to VelluccU@alpha.inontclair.edu or sent to The
Montclarion - Attn: Opinion Page Editor, Montclair State University, 113 Student Center Annex, Upper
Montclair, NJ 07043.
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“If Every Day Could Be Like Christmas:”
Embracing the Spirit of Giving During the Holiday Season
f everyday could be just like Christmas, what a won
derful world this would be," Elvis Presley sang on his
Christmas album. Of course, it would be ignorant to
suggest that world problems would disappear if people con
stantly decorated trees and wrapped presents, but Elvis
wanted us to preserve the Christmas spirit. There are al
ways arguments against Christmas,.such as the priority of
final exams and jobs.
Maybe Christmas was better when we were children
because we watched The Christmas Story, How the Grinch
Stole Christmas, and read The Night Before Christmas.
Now, we do not believe in Santa Claus nor do we have time
for childish movies. Because it is a religious holiday, the
commercialization of Christmas and decreasing emphasis
on the birth of Jesus concern many. It is, however, the re
sponsibility of individuals to personally guard their reli
gious value in the holiday, and be secure enough in their
principles so that they will not be affected by media. There
is no denying that thp Christmas season creates happiness,
and the wreaths, lights, window displays, and sales delight
towns. The holiday season provokes generosity and affa
bility.
Christmas exposes latent altruism. While many people
sincerely care about less fortunate people, like the home
less, they are more concerned with investing time in earn
ing money to support themselves or their families. At
Thanksgiving and Christmas, however, countless organi
zations sponsor food and clothing drives, and soup kitch
ens enjoy an increased number of volunteers.
Many churches, like the Newman Center, hold programs

where people buy a gift for a needy child which they have to spend more money. Christmas, how
and wrap it, indicating whether the gift is ever, is a season to better ourselves as well as improve rela
appropriate for a male or female. The tions with family and friends.
Common Christmas traditions also create common fac
gifts are then distributed to children from
either local elementary schools or hospi tors among strangers. For example, at the tree lighting cer
emony in Rockefeller Center, thousands upon thousands of
tals.
While the purpose is not to buy ex people crowded so closely together that oxygen was prac
Christine pensive presents, thou
tically a luxury. Although some were
ZIELINSKI sands of children probably
affected by the proximity, it was not
the environment of a hostile mob, but
have better Christmases “There is no denying
rather the atmosphere of old friends.
because of programs like these. Although that the Christmas
Everyone had gathered for the same
some may argue that people just donate to
season creates
purpose: to witness the lighting of a
ease their consciences because they failed
beautiful Christmas tree as well as the
to do so throughout the year, mass contribu happiness.... The
preceding performances. Even though
tions during the holiday season demonstrate holiday season
nobody could move, the crowd bel
the importance of holidays. As Elvis sug provokes generosity
lowed corny Christmas songs like
gested, everyday like Christinas would be a and affability.
“Rudo’lph the Red Nosed Reindeer,”
tremendous societal remedy.
conversed about personal Christinas
Christmas also creates fellowship betraditions, and had a wonderful time
tween families, friends, and even perfect
strangers. The most classic example of Christmas spirit is because of the holiday spirit, enhanced by stunning deco
Charles’ Dickens Christmas Carol. Ebeneezer Scrooge, the rations and festivities.
Christmas renders unusual generosity and a friendly,
miser, discovers true satisfaction thanks to three ghosts who
warm
atmosphere. If you find yourself in Scrooge’s posi
show him his meaningless and selfish past due to his indif
tion
this
year, put on a pair of funny pajamas and rent a
ference to others. After Scrooge’s painful realization, he
enjoyed a Christmas feast with friends who welcomed him copy of The Grinch, watch Ralphie’s struggle for his beewarmly. Even though the ghosts showed Scrooge how not bee gun in The Christmas Story, or empty your pockets into
to act, many people in today’s society have the same prob the Salvation army’s kettle. Guard your religious beliefs
lems. They put money and power above people, and re and embrace the spirit of Christmas.
gard Christmas as another commercialized holiday for
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Supporting Richardson Annex:
Focus on “change and improvements”

Biology majors support Annex:
A benefit to all students

The Nov. 25 edition of The Montclarion printed an editorial with regard to the con
struction of the Richardson Annex. It is true that construction of the building has been an
inconvenience for many students on campus. But some of the statements in your editorial
erroneously cast blame on the new building. The power shut down over Thanksgiving
was a scheduled event that replaced main power lines for the entire university. This was
not related to the new building, but rather was implemented to improve the electrical
capacity for everyone.
It is true that construction is noisy and bothersome while it is occurring but you cannot
have change and improvements without some discomfort. The construction crews have
been working against the calendar to complete the outside structure before winter sets in.
In this way, the job can be completed as scheduled.
Remember that all students will benefit from this new science building. Nearly every
student must complete two science courses and new facilities and labs will be used by all.
These temporary problems will end soon enough since winter is on its way.

While we agree that there has been a considerable inconvenience in the construc
tion of the new building, we want to express our opinions on the matter. Changes
everyday life, but
require disruption in
rary. As biology
these are only tempoforward to completmajors, we are looking “Please, have
new facilities will
ing our education in patience until the
new research labonew classrooms and
construction is over. excited
about the
ratories. We are very
new building and are
keeping track of its
who intend to go to
progress. As students
professional school, we know that the opportunity to study in this new building will
help us achieve our goal.
The new science building will also benefit all students since everyone will be
able to take their science classes in this facility. So, please, have patience until the
construction is over.

Bonnie Lustigman, Chair of Biology
Undersigned by 35 students:

99

Undersigned by 30 students:
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e h a r n e t er.

People with cancer aren’t expected to heal

depression, a look at history also helps. It’s a

themselves. People with diabetes can’t will them

well documented fact that Abraham Lincoln
, was depressed for most o f his adolescent and

selves out o f needing insulin.
A n d yet you probably think, like millions

What causes dc/rressitm.’
According to recent med
ical research, depression
is caused when an insuf
ficient level of the neu
rotransmitter serotonin
is passed through the
synapses in the frontal
lobe o f the brain. A
condition, once trigger
ed , that can last fo r
months, years, or even
lifetimes.
Above: Brain scan o f a
“normal" brain.
B elow : Brain a b n or
mality found in many
severe cases of depres
sion or m anic-depres
sion.

adult life. Sir Winston Churchill referred to his

o f people do, that

d e p re ssio n

you or someone

“the black d o g ,”

you know should

starting after the

be able to over

fa ilu re, o f

come another

1915 Dardanelles

debilitating dis

H xpedition and

ease, depression,

s h a d o w in g him

through sheer will

his e n tire life.

and fortitude.

You see, depression d o e sn 't d is c r im in a te .

For uittold

A n y o n e can get it. A n d today you can find

decades, it has

books written about admitted sufferers Mike

been thought that

Wallace, Joan Rivers, Dick Cavett arid Kitty

depression is the

Dukakis just to name a few.

symptom oj a

as

The date was January
I , IB 6 J. It was the day
n f one (if Abraham
Lincoln's most eloquent
sp e ech es, the E m a n 
cipation Proclamation.
H e had succeeded in
freeing m illion s o f
repressed, impoverished
sin e s. For anyone, the
accom plish m ent of a
lifetime. Still, Lincoln
battled depression, the
cloud that would follow
him always.

the

The reality is, there’s never been a better

weak character or

time to be depressed. With new therapies, drug

underlying lazi

c o m p a n y and a c a d e m ic

ness and complacency. In reality, nothing could

re se a rc h ,

be further from the truth.

increasing medical inter

W e ’ve evert found that depression has a

a nd

ever

e s t, help is a v a ila b le

genetic link. That like other family traits, it can

to d a y that o n ly 5

be passed doivn from generation to generation.

years ago d i d n ’t

An inherited disease? You probably think

J/

exist. Please call

that sounds pretty hopeless. But when it comes

1-8 0 0 -7 17- M i l

to depression, it’s actually good news. Because

if you or som e

it reclassifies depression as-a physical disease

one you know

instead of a m en ta l illness, the difference

n e e ds h e l p .

© / W b\ Scientific American.I.thntry from
Mnli’mli'i AnJ Mciiinl Illness
(VrmisMim of VC II Freeman iiiiei ( .V

between it being curable instead of just treatable.

With this new understanding o f depression,

While these recent discoveries should help

we hope you’ll see that the only shame would

relieve some O f the stigma associated with

be not calling.

NA T I O N A L A L L I A NCE FOR RESEARCH ON S C H I Z O P H R E N I A AND DE P R E S S I O N
Gomel

H ere they a re. T h e
keys to happiness. A
few of the thousands of
synapses that have the
pow er to m ake any
given day one of the
most joyous in your life
or the most despairing.
The difference between
looking forw ard to a
day fille d with hope
instead
of dread.
A ll based on whether
these channels for neu
rotra n sm ission can
properly send certain
signals to the brain .

h i

AIckj-r “
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1998 MONTCLARION AWARDS
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Text by Chris Finegan

It’s A b o u t M ind O v e r M an n ers

He needs a hug.

As 1998 draws to a close, we at The
Montclarion feel the need to honor those who
have distinguished themselves through their
actions and have risen above the Filthy, un
washed masses. They embody all that which
we hold dear, and while all are created equal,
we’re going to ignore that for just a little
while. There are several ways to distinguish
oneself, but all our winners have won our
favor in some way. Hell; we’re so damn
impressed we made Fins wear a tuxedo. He
objected and struggled in his normal, spas
tic way, but we crammed that bugger in there
good. He spilled Cheez Wiz all over it, but
it’s the thought that counts. To all the win
ners, excellent job and keep up the good
work. To the runners-up and other losers,
you make us sick, you vermin. The next time
we see you, you had better not embarrass us
again.
M AN
OF THE Y E A R -

For a while it
looked as though
the big-m anlyman award would
go to either Mark
M cGwire
or
“C hef’ from South
Park. But the sur
prise winner for
MAN OF THE
YEAR for 1998
was martial artist
ChanTze-tan, who
lifts weights in a
very original, pe
culiar way. According to Men’s Fitness (p.
18, January 1998), Mr. Tze-tan “uses strate
gically tied ropes to hoist 350-plus pounds
more than four and a half inches.. .evidently,
he’s been building up to it for decades.”
Once we heard about this, it guaranteed him
the win. Sorry, Mark. 70 home runs in 162
regular season games was very impressive.
We all doubt that anyone will break that
record, but we think you can understand our
decision. You’ll agree that a guy who has
been lifting 350-plus pounds with his dingdong for decades blasts you out of the sky.
Better luck next year.
WOMAN OF TH E Y E A R - We
at The Montclarion are not chauvinistic pigs.
We could have exploited a sex symbol and
declared her WOMAN OF THE YEAR, but
that isn ’t
what we’re
about. We
don’t want
to underm i n e
women ev
eryw here,
ju st sp e
cific ones,
l i k e
Carmen
Electra and Pam Anderson. We wanted our
WOMAN OF THE YEAR to blow our
minds, and our winner has done just that. It
was a highly contested match in which our
runner-up, Missie Hokker, bit the top off an
aluminum can just to get on television. THAT
was quite impressive. But our winner was
none other than our very own Features Edi
tor Carolyn Velchik. While she did not write
the accompanying article, Carolyn okayed a
visual supplement to her section which fea
tured Beanie Babies in the tawdriest of acts.
That took balls. Sorry, that took guts.
Congrats, Carolyn. Next year, perhaps you
can catch the Muppets in the act.

B E ST KEY G R IP - George
Michael. We don’t feel that an explanation
*s at all necessary in this case. Actually, truth
be told, we just wanted to go for cheap laughs

By Ed Flannery____________________ __
That Giant Odiferous Ape

Carolyn finally does something to serve
the campus better!

at his expense, so we made up this award a
few seconds ago. Ha ha ha. We love cheap
laughs!
SPORTS
T EA M OF
TH E Y E A R

- Nick, Fins,
Ed and Kevin
wanted it to
be the New
York Yan
kees,
but
there was an
other team that was much more deserving
of our praise. It’s a minor league hockey
team called the “Macon Whoopee.” There’s
a profess i o n a 1
hockey
team out
there named
after
a
sexual eu
p h e m ism .
How could
we pass that
up?

ENTER
TAINER OF TH E Y E A R - Once again,

our staff was befuddled. It happens to us
quite a bit. But at any rate, we had a tough
time deciding because Hollywood is full of
top-notch entertainers. Take, for example,
Hanson, George Clooney, the entire cast of
Baywatch, Jerry Springer, and the Olsen
twins. My God, they’re absolutely burst
ing with talent! Yet there was one who stood
out from the rest as the entertainer all were
watching. He kept us glued to our televi
sions and had us hungrily devouring news
paper and magazine articles. All of America
- indeed the world - was fixated by him as
we marveled in anticipation of his next
move. No soap opera, movie, or tell-all
novel could ever hope to contain him. That
is why Bill Clinton wins hands down as our
ENTERTAINER OF THE YEAR. Con
gratulations, Bill. Here, have a cigar.

A few weeks ago, I was fortunate to at
tend Thanksgiving Dinner at my grandpar
ents’ house. It was wonderful. My whole
family was there, including my Uncle Jim
who was temporarily released from his “fa
cility” for good behavior. As our happy
Flannery clan sat down at the delight in our
bounty, I made the unforgivable mistake of
putting my elbows on the table. My grand
father, an ex-marine who served in World
War II, laid into my elbow with the handle
of his stainless steel butterknife. As I lay
on the ground, clutching my elbow and
screaming like a co-ed in a slasher movie,
my grandfather looked at mej smiled and
told me to kindly mind my manners at the
dinner table.
This got me to thinking a lot about two
things. First, I’m really glad I have medical
insurance. Second, we as a culture seem to
have lost a grip of the old-fashioned man
ners that developed the generations before
us. I’d like to take this opportunity to bring
you up to speed on some things that you
should know but you probably don’t.
Table Manners: While seated at the
table, you should be sitting up straight. You
should always pass the salt and pepper to
gether and you must never forget to pass
food to your left.
While food moves clockwise, one com
mon mistake that people make during meals
concerns Phlegm Presentation. After blow
ing a big wad of boogers in your napkin at
the table, one must remember to turn to their
right as they open the used snot-rag for in
spection by your peers. After they nod in
approval, then you may present your bio
logical wonder to the rest of the table. I don’t
know how many times I got yelled at as a
child in school for being too proud of my
snot and trying to show it to the table with
out the necessary procedures.
Also, keep your napkin folded neatly in
your lap. This not only prevents you from
carelessly messing your pants with spilt
food, gentlemen, but if you were to have a
spontaneous orgasm, you won’t run the risk
of ruining anyone’s meal.
Eat fruit cocktail with a spoon, not a fork.
Eat pie, even a la mode, with a fork, not a
spoon. You are permitted to use both a fork
AND a spoon when snacking on any roadkill
small enough to be held in one hand.
Treatment o f Women: Men, pay special
attention to this next bit. Men have really
got away from treating ladies with proper
respect. For instance, we all know that we
are supposed to open the door for females,
but few men realize that they are supposed
to go first when going through revolving
doors, because all women are pathetically
weak and far too puny to get those big heavy

doors turning with their scrawny little
muscles. It just makes sense.
When a woman enters the room for the
first time, all men should rise to greet her.
If you take a woman to dinner, you should
always show her to her seat first. Not only
is it polite, but it gives you the satisfaction
of knowing that she won’t be able to ditch
your lame ass without you noticing first. And
believe me, you are a loser.
Introductions and Greetings: We’ve all
heard the saying “You never get a second
chance to make a first impression.” That is
why it is crucial to show refined manners
when introducing people, especially when
you bring you boyfriend/girlfriend/partner/
farm animal home to meet the parents. You
should always introduce younger people to
older people, nonofficial people to official
people and lowerclassmen to upperclassmen.
In addition, always try to remember names.
This can assist you in avoiding uncomfort
able situations such as looking stupid if you
run into that person in a different setting or
accidentally calling out the wrong name in a
moment of passion. If you can’t remember
names for one reason or another, try calling
everyone by cute pet-names like babe,
sweetie, dude or grandma.
Telephone Manners: This is a big prob
lem here at Montclair State from what I’ve
seen. Most recently, students have gotten
into the habit of calling the office’s main
line and spouting off profanity laden out
bursts completely devoid of reason or logic.
Why on Earth would a person waste those
talents on the phone when that is exactly
what we’re looking for in our humor writ
ers? I just don’t get it sometimes.
I would like to offer some helpful tips to
the morons who do decide to leave venom
ous voice-mails. First, DON’T CALL
FROM WORK. If you are dumb enough to
call from work, realize that the voice-mail
system registers the extension you called
from. The extension can be tracked so eas
ily that it seems you are begging to get
busted. The system also registers the time
and day of the call. Also, we here at The
Montclarion have a couple of connections
on campus and it makes it easier to track you
down. Do yourself a favor. If you feel the
burning desire to rant and rave in an uncon
trollable and unconstructive manner, use one
of the public phones, a pay-phone or an offcampus phone. Not only will you be using
your head, but you will also avoid wasting
the university’s time with your desire to hear
the sound of your own voice.
Until next time, have a joyous yet wellmannered holiday season.

AU TH O R O F T H E Y E A R - The
United States witnessed a man writing the
story of his life in
1998. America just
could not wait to
get their hands on
his forthcom ing
book. Stores sold
out of copies in
record time as vo
racious readers
rushed en masse to
pick up their copy.
Many were so im
patient that they
filled up chatrooms and news sites galore
in the hopes of reading his priceless fan
fare. For lining them up and then knocking
them dead, Kenneth Starr gets our AU
THOR OF THE YEAR.
• i m w m i m . \ _ r v jc i / m w n i L L / u u u n
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Yes, have some. Proper table manners state you always present your snot to the right.
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ACROSS
1 O rdered
5 'D am n
Y ankees*'
siren
9 Delect
13 *— luego*
18 Shortly
19 Couple
20 Shake
spearean
viHain
21 European sea
22 Classroom
oxymoron
25 Victor Herbert
musical
26 Antitoxin
27 Common
contraction
28 Disconsolate
30 Is. lo r two
31 Rock's —
Speedwagon
33 Fashion
oxymoron
38 R ed wine
43 Tender
44 W ay
45 Bk. conve
nience
46 M arge In the
(ridge
4 8 Actress
Patricia
50 Dotty
inventor?
53 'P eanuts’
oxymoron

1

2

o

r

s

s

56 ’ Am erican —’ 108 Soprano
Eam es
(7 1 sm ash)
110 Fateful 15th
68 — Dam e
60 Host a roast 112 H e'll work for
peanuts
61 Creed
115 Seafood
65 '6 t M arcels
oxymoron
hit
67 Presidential 118 — generis
119 Actor
pooch
O'Herlihy
70 W aikiki
120 Skater
wingding
Babilonia
71 High rails
121 No longer
72 W ord lorm
fashionable
lor "within"
73 W ordsworth 125 B ear out
129 Obstruct
work
76 Im m igration 132 Tablew are
oxymoron
oxymoron
80 *O f course!* 136 U ke m arble
81 B eaver's dad 137 M acadam ize
83 W riter Rand 138 Fury
84 Stuck-up sort 139 Prettify a
poodle
85 Tem ptation
140 ’ Roots’
location
Emm y winner
87 Like som e
141 Toe the line
bread
142 Form erly,
89 Common
formerly
•n cs .
143 Sacred
91 Austerity
DOWN
95 Trem endous
1 Lowdown
bargain
singer?
96 Fasten an
2 Pay to play
oxtord
3 Morose
98 TV oxymoron
4 Tolerate
101 ’ Frasier’ pup
SH osp.
103 In the thick ol
em ployee
106 Corset part
6 Solemn
107 Buddhist
statem ent
m ovement

6

3
5

'

7
•

18
23

22

”

w

7 Ford or Grey
8 Olympic hawk
9 Bookstore
section
1 0 — di-dah
11 Generation
12 Malicious to
the max
13 ’ Ball —’
14 TV 's ’ —
American Girl"
15 Salm on
serving
16 Rows
17 Teen problem
21 Tumult
23 Part o l EM T
24 Farm
animals?
29 Nile slitherer
32 — about
(approxi
m ately)
34 S A T s big
brother
35 Rattletrap
36 Right a wrong
37 Bicycle trim
38 Com poser
John
39 Mighty mite
4 0 Basketball
player,
initially?
41 Yalie
42 Set up the
ball
4 7 Days — (yore)
49 Slander's

I’
r

o

r

Ma

99 Chum
m ate
100 ’ Private —
51 Unleeling
('81 hit)
52 Carve a
102 Behaved
canyon
theatrically
54 Rock's —
104 — Amin
Leppard
105
1920s
55 Machine part
heavyweight
6 7 ’ D allas’
champ
m atriarch
109 Botanist Gray
59 Hazzard
111 Tift
County
113 Insect stage
deputy
114 Judd ol
62 Suspect
“George &
63 Exodus
Leo*
edible
115 “W ashington
64 Mustangs
Square*
and Pintos
author
66 Secondhand
116 Rem ove a
68 Rachel's
brooch
sister
1 1 7 ’ Fantasia*
69 Until now
73 Has a
119 Prim a donna
m ortgage
74 Poet Rossetti 122 Dog's dad
75 W ent wrong 123 Traum a
afterm ath
77 ’ Kim’ setting
7 8 Helps a hood 124 — Benedict
126 Christiania,
79 Dweeb
today
82 Royal
headgear
127 Conceal
128 Discern
86 Zip
130 V ane letters
88 Em ulate
131 Strauss’ ’—
Hillary
Rosen90 Content
kavaker~
completely
92 Cairo suburb 133 Scientific site
134 "HI!’ to Horace
93 Hot spot
135 W ord with on
94 Flat rate
or oil
97 Kuwaiti ruler

10 11

w o r d f i n d
D IA M O N D S
V K

I

F C A X V S Q O L

J L A

H E C S A X V S A T R D A P C
N L J H S

F D B R Y N R B E

I

Y X V T R E R P R E E D N O R
( C R Y S T A L L
K F

1 G S C E R

D A B

I

N E) O R M F

I

P T B E A A

I A W F M O

S Z X E W H

U C V R E T T H M L G R O D T
O E A - J S N L E J

I

O N G F U

S T N E M E G A G N E C

I

D O

27

26

C S B A Y X W N O B R A C R
38

39

S

40

45

Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in
all directions-forward, backward, up, down and
diagonally.

53
60

T h e
M Î Ï 5

116

o r o s c o p e

131

You will comment on how lame The
Montclarion’s horoscopes are. Ed and Fins,
full of holiday cheer, will tell you to cram it
where the sun don’t shine.

130

J

C apricorn (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)

136
140

H

N

e v e r

Mineral
Rings
South Africa

L i e s

S agittarius (N ov. 22 to Dec. 21)

119
129

Gem stone
Hard
Hope
Jewelry

Crystalline
De Beers
Engagem ents
Facets

Abrasives
Best friend
Carat
Colorless

1998 Montclarion Awards Ceremony
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M OVIE OF TH E YEAR - We con
stantly have trouble brewing with this
award. There arc always factions that arise;
the girls all want some mushy crap and the
guys all pull for “Sweaty Goddesses In Heat
Volume 4.” Compromise is often a bloody,
all-out war. Imagine someone walking into
the Student Center cafeteria and yelling,
“FREE ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT CHICKEN
WINGS IN THE RATT!” and you’ve got
some idea. By the time we scooped up the
dead bodies of our fallen comrades and hid
them in the Richardson Hall Annex con
struction site, we had a well-deserving win
ner. For its innovations in the use of hair
gel, the setting of a small yappy dog on fire,
and its comic nudity, "There’s Something
About Mary” wins our MOVIE OF THE
YEAR. The girls also liked the scene where
Ben Stiller gets himself
caught in his zipper.
They all applauded.
SONG
OF
T H E YEAR - Once
again, we have diffi
culty and rising fac
tions here. Since we
ju st cleaned up the
mess from our MOVIE
OF THE YEAR verdict and we were down
several staff members, we decided on a non
violent method of selection. Basically, we

all got liquefied and flipped through the ra
dio frequencies for three hours one Wednes
day night. “Chocolate Salty Balls” from the
South Park Chef Aid CD wins our SONG
OF THE YEAR. Don’t worry, parents. It’s
just a song about making cookies. Your chil
dren arc not in danger. Get your minds out
of the gutter.
BEER GAME OF THE YEAR
“Who The Hell Cares About Finals, We’re
Going To Get Silly Drunk!” We are not en
tirely sure how to play this game because
we made it up as we went along. We were
in no condition at the end of thè night to write
down the rules or even remember them ac
curately. Some of us even lost control of
our bodily functions, but it didn’t matter. We
got the gist, we had a winner, and that’s all
you need.
L IF E T IM E A C H IEV EM EN T
AWARD - The biggest individual award that
The Montclarion has to offer. We take this
title very, very seriously. We admit that the
awards and honors up to this point in time
were jokes. Nothing is quite so profound or
austere as this. That having been said, our
LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD for
1998 goes to Sarah Michelle Gellar, also
known as Buffy The Vampire Slayer. Thank
you for keeping us safe from those nasty old
vampires, Buffy. We owe you big time.
Who likes mufpns ?

A bitter, red-haired British chap keeps
asking me to kill you, but I just can’t find it
in my heart. I don’t want you dead. I just
need more eggnog. So do you.
A quarius (Jan. 20 to Feb 18)

That creepy guy in the red suit who keeps
asking if you’ve been naughty really isn’t
Santa. I would not sit on his lap if I were
you. God only knows where it’s been.

You will use the fruitcake your aunt sends
you as a cinder block in the.addition to your
house. Fins will follow you with mistletoe.
Kick him in the groin. He’s used to it by
now.

P isces (Feb. 19 to March 20)

The new year holds many treasures for
Pisces. You will reduce Bohn Hall to ashes
and rubble with the dynamite you receive.
Maintenance won’t even blink.

L eo (July 23 to August 22)

“Miss January” is not a valid request that
St. Nicholas can honor. You will have to
make do with a deluxe set of Play-Dough and
your sick imagination.

A ries (March 21 to April 19)

We unwrapped your presents already.
You are getting: A Geoige Michael Pull-Toy,
a water bufialo, some used Kleenex, a “StickIt-In-Me-Elmo,” and a year’s supply of adult
diapers. Surprise!

V irgo (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)

Everyone you know will try to convince
you that the reindeer are evil and will try to
gore you. They are NOT laughing with you
this time. Take the bear traps off the roof for
the sake of children everywhere.

TAURUS (April 20 to May 20)

Dick Clark will be revealed as the antiChrist. You will visit Times Square for New
Years’ Eve and bring a gun. All of America
will rejoice and sing your praise.

L ib r a ( S e p t . 2 3 t o O c t . 2 2 )

You get Prozac and Lithium in your
stocking this year. Someone is trying to tell
you something. Wash them down with
NyQuil and have a Happy Holiday season!

G emini (May 21 to June 20)

Your split personalities argue and you end
up on Santa’s “Good” and “Bad” list simul
taneously. You will receive a Furby as a gift
but will not be impressed with it. You will
eat it for dinner. It will taste like chicken.

Scorpio (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
It’s a good thing you got a snowshovel in
your stocking. Blitzen will take a huge dump
on your car. Make reindeer sausage Christ
mas mom.

The Ever-Joyful Mr. Panhead wishes you a happy semester break! Isn't that niée?

HUMOUR
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M O N T C L A IR

STA TE

S TU D E N TS

Avoid delay! Pick up your Summer Sessions catalog late
March. No admission application required for MSU students.
Just follow telephone registration instructions in the catalog.
R E G IS T E R BY T E L E P H O N E FOR A L L S E SS IO NS :
M A R C H 31 - M A Y 3; MAY 1 8 - A U G U S T 8
P r io r i ty f o r M o n t c l a i r State s t u d e n t s : M a r c h 31 -A p r il 7

Visiting Students and others register:
April 8-May 3; May 18-August 8
Th e 1999 Sum m er Sessions catalog, is naadad to com plete registration. It includes com plete registration,
schedule and Visiting S tudent inform ation. The catalog w ill be available In late March.
R egistration m ust be com pleted prior to the beginning date o l th e course.

VISITING STUDENTS from other colleges and universities DO NOT file an Application for Adm ission to
M ontclair S tate University (M S U ). T o becom e eligible to register, you m ust subm it to the M ontclair S tate
U niversity Adm issions O ffice either one of the follow ing sets of docum entation. (1 ) Subm it th e Visiting
S tudent Form from the M SU ‘9 9 Sum m er S essions catalog w ith P arts A and B of the form com pleted
(including your official collega/university approval signature and seal/stam p). (2 ) Subm it the Visiting Student
Form from the M SU *99 Sum m er Sessions catalog with P art A o f the form com pleted, and attach an official
perm ission form or letter (your college/university letterhead m ust ap p ear on the perm ission form or letter)
from your school indicating good academ ic standing and eligibility to take course w ork at another institution.
Specific details will appear in th e *99 Sum m er Sessions catalog.

STUDENTS ACCEPTED BY A REGIONALLY ACCREDITED COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY, other than
M ontclair S tate, to begin their studies in the 1999 Fall sem ester are considered Visiting Students. Follow
Visiting Student registration procedures. Attach a copy of your acceptance letter from the regionally
accredited college or university you w ill be attending in the 1999 Fall sem ester to the com pleted P art A of
the Visiting Student Form from the M SU '99 Sum m er Sessions catalog, and subm it both docum ents to the
M S U Adm issions O ffice.

COURSE LOAD: A student m ay take one 3 sem ester hour course during the Th ree-W eek Pre-Session; a
total of 9 sem ester hours during any com bination of the S ix-W eek Session, E ight-W eek Session, and TenW eek Saturday Session; and one 3 sem ester hour course during the Th ree-W eek P ost-Session.

FINANCIAL AID FOR MONTCLAIR STATE STUDENTS: The prim ary source of financial assistance for
Sum m er Sessions study is the W illiam D . Ford Federal Direct Stafford Loan Program . Loan assistance is not
available if a student is requesting it for only P re- and/or Post-Session study. This condition is a function of
the W illiam D . Ford Direct Stafford Loan Program disbursem ent regulations. Your Financial Aid Application and
Student Aid Report (S A R ) must be received by M arch 1, 1999. T O BE C O N S ID E R E D FO R S U M M ER
S E S S IO N S FIN A N C IA L A ID , YO U M U S T R E G IS TE R D U R IN G TH E P R IO R ITY R E G IS TR A TIO N P ER IO D ,
M ARCH 31 -A P R IL 7 ,1 9 9 9 . For eligibility requirem ents and m ore inform ation, see the 1999 Sum m er Sessions
Financial Aid Application/Direct Loan Request Form in the prelim inary sum m er brochure availab le in January.

Please refer all student financial aid questions to the Financial Aid O ffice, College Hall
(CO-321), telephone (973) 655-4461.
FINANCIAL AID FOR VISITING STUDENTS: It is the policy of M ontclair S tate U niversity not to process
financial aid for Visiting Students. The M ontclair S tate Financial Aid O ffice w ill assist students with the
com pletion of form s required by their respective schools to process financial aid. The Financial Aid O ffice
is located in C ollege HdM (C O -321); telephone (9 7 3 ) 6 5 5 -4 4 6 1 .

TUITION AND FEES*
Undergraduate
$110.75 per credit. New Jersey residents

$160.75 per credit, non-residents of New Jersey

Graduate
$206.75 per credit New Jersey residents

$257.75 per credit, non-residents of New Jersey

'Tuition and fees are from the 1998 Sum m er Sessions and are subject to change for 1999 by University Board
of Trustees action during the latter part of the Spring sem ester.

Key to abbreviation of days
M -M onday T-Tuesday W -W ednesday

R -Thursday

F-Friday

S -Saturday U-Sunday

This prelim inary listing of courses and program s is for general inform ation purposes only,
and is subject to m inor changes.
The Sum m er Sessions office is located in C ollege H all (C O -215); telephone (9 7 3 ) 655-4352
Montclair State University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Institution.

UNDERGRADUATE

COURSES

TH R EE-W EEK PR E-SESSIO N

Most courses meet during the day Mon.-Thurs., May 24June 10 General time frames:
8:00-11:25 a m.. 9:00 a.m.-12:25 p.m.
(exceptions noted)
A nthropology (9 7 3 )6 5 5 -4 1 1 9
ANTH
100
Cultural Anthropology........................... 3
(meets 1:00-4:25 p.m.)
ANTH
101
Physical Anthropology.......................... 3
ANTH
150
Native Latin A m ericans........................3
ANTH
210
Urt>an Anthropology...............................3
B iology and M olecular B iology (9 73 ) 655-4397
BIOL
100
Biological Sciences................................4
(meets 5/24-6/17, 9:00 a.m.-1:50 p.m. or
5:00-9:50 p.m.)
BIOL
107
Biology for Survival................................3
BIOL
110
Biology of Human L ife .......................... 4
(meets 5/24-6/17, 10:00 a.m.-2:50p.m.)
BIOL
110
Biology of Human L ife .......................... 4
(meets 8/7-6/30, 9:00 a.m.-1:50 p.m.)
BIOL
330
Intro to Animal Behavior.......................3
(meets 5:00-8:25 p.m.)
BIOL
380
Genetics.................................................. 4
(meets 5/24-8/24,10:00 a.m.-2:50 p.m.)

B roadcasting (9 73 ) 655-7670
BDGS
270
S/T Films About Television..................3
BOCS
470
Sp Stdy: Sports Broadcast................... 3
C lassics (9 73 ) 655-4419
GNHU
201
Gen Humanities l-to 1 4 0 0 .................... 3
GNHU
285
Mythology................................................. 3
C om puter S cience (973) 655-4166
C M PT
107
Computers and Society........................ 2
(meets 9:00-11:20 a.m.)
C M PT
109
Intro Computer Application................... 3
C oun seling, Hum an D evelopm ent and E ducational
Leadership (9 7 3 )6 5 5 -5 1 7 5
COUN
481
Legal Rights of W o m e n ........................ 3
(meets 6:00-9:25 p.m.)
C urriculum and Teaching (9 73 ) 655-5187
CURR
400
Teacher, School & S ociety...................3
(meets 11:00 a m.-2:25 p.m.)
E arth an d E n v iro n m a n ta l S tu d ie s
(9 7 3 ) 6 55 -4 4 48
EUGS
100
Principles of Geography....................... 3
(meets 5:00-8:25 p.m.)
EUGS
102
World Geography....................................3
GEOS
110
Natural D isasters....................................3
GEOS
112
Physical G eology....................................4
(meets 5/24-6/17, 9:00 a.m.-1:50 p.m.)
Econom ics and Finance (973) 655-5255
ECON
101
Prln of Economics:Macro..................... 3
ECON
102
Prln of Economics: M ic ro ..................... 3

E ng lish (9 7 3 ) 666-4246
ENFL ' 4 9 0
Sp TopcVHHchcb<*rs T tm s ..:................3
ENGL
2 50
Sp Tope: Detacthrs Am C ltr. ' . ......
3
(m eets 1:00-4:25 p.m .)
ENGL
493
Sam: Am Lit Arthur M ille r..................... 3
ENLT
250
Sp Tope: Blk Women W rits ................ 3
(m eets 1:00-4:25 p.m .)
ENW R
491
Sem W rtg Autobiog 6 Fam H is t........ 3
(m eets 12:30-3:55 p.m .)
Fine A rts (9 73 ) 655-7295
ARAN
190
Intro to tha Visual A rts ........................... 3
ARAN
190
Intro to tha Visual A rts ........................... 3
(m eets 6:00-9:25 p.m .)
ARGS
260
Vis Arts Wk: Art Dir 6 S tra tg ..............3
ARGS
260
Vis Art Wk: Bk Art/Bookm ake............. 3
(m eets 5/2 4 -6/17 , 9:00 a.m .-12:45 p.m .)
ARGS
260
Vis Art Wk: Ceram ics............................. 4
(m eets 5/24-6/17, 5:00-10:00 p.m .)
ARHS
220
Art/Non-W stm S ocieties........................3
ARHS
220
Art/Non-W stm S ocieties....................... 3
(m eets 1:00-4:25 p.m .)
H ealth P rofessions, P hysical E du catio n, R ecreation,
and L eisu re S tud ies (9 73 ) 655-5253
HLTH
Prln/Prac Emergncy C a re .......... .......3
150
.......3
HLTH
210
HLTH
220
Mental H ealth............................... .......3
(meets 6:00-9:25 p.m.)
PEGN
Beginning Swimm ing.................. ....... 1
200
(meets 8:00-10:20 a.m.)
PEGN
258
Beginning T enn is......................... ....... 1
(meets 8:00-10:20 a.m. or
10:30 a.m .-12:50 p.m.)
PEGN
278
Y o g a ............................................... ....... 1
(meets 10:30 a.m .-12:50 p.m)
110
....... 1
PEMJ
(meets 10:30 a.m .-12:50 p.m. or
2:00-4:20 p.m.)
PEMJ
227
Social Problems in S po rt...........
S/T PE: Tch Gymnast K -1 2 ....... .......3
PEMJ
492
(meets 5:30-8:55 p.m.)
Leisure & Rec in S ociety........... .......3
PERL
208
Rec/Hosp Spec P o p u la ............. .......3
PERL
228
354
Mkt:
Hotsls/Resorts/Serv.......... .......3
PERL
(meets 6:30-9:55 p.m.)
History (973) 6 5 5 6 2 6 1
Emergo Eur Civ 1 50 0 -1 91 4 ....... .......3
HIST
105
(meets 1:00-4:25 p.m.)
Contmp Eur 1914-Present......... .......3
HIST
106
Intro to African C iv ...................... .......3
HIST
108
(meets 1:00-4:25 p.m.)
109
.......3
HIST
(meets 1:00-4:25 p.m.)
HIST
117
Hist of the U S. to 1876 ............. .......3
HIST
133
Modem Chinese C iv ................... .......3
HIST
War in H istory.............................. .......3
315
Medival Eur Civ 4 5 0 -1 3 5 0 ......... .......3
HIST
322
Hum an Ecology (973) 655-4171
141
Interpersonal R elations............. .......3
HECO
Family C ounseling...................... .......3
HECO
448
(meets 5/24-6/17, T.W.R, 9:00 a.m .-12:15 p.m.)
HEFM
320
Parenting Skills/Resource......... ....... 3
Stratg-Work w /P arents............... ...... 3
HEFM
418
.......3
HEMG
331
153
Food and P e o p le ......................... .......3
HENU
Nutrition......................................... .......3
HENU
182
(meets 5/24-6/17, 8:00-10:30 a.m .) .
Meal Design & M anagem ent..... .......3
HENU
255
(meets 5/24-6/17, 9:00 a.m .-12:25 p.m.)
Apparel Desgn: Flat P a ttn ......... .......3
HETX
426
(meets 8:00 a.m .-1:30 p.m.)
Inform ation and Decision Sciences (973) 655-4269
.......3
FINO
375
273
Intro to Comput in B usn............. .......3
INFO
371
Mgmt Information Systems ....... .......3
INFO
Managem ent (973) 655-4280
MGMT
231
Management Processes............ .......3
Marketing (973) 655-4254
.......3
MKTG
341
Direct Marketing........................... .......3
343
MKTG
Pharm & Hlth Care M k lg ........... ....... 3
MKTG
350
MKTG
499
Current Topics in M k tg ............... .......3
M athem atical Sciences (In cld s P hysics) (973) 6 5 5 6 1 3 2
.......3
MATH
109
Math Bus LLinear A lgebra......... ....... 3
MATH
113
MATH
114
Math Bus II: C alcu lu s ........................3
M usic (9 73 ) 6 5 5 7 2 1 2
Class Piano/N on-M ajor............. .......3
MUPR
100
Philosophy and R sliglon (9 73 ) 6 5 5 5 1 4 4
Intro to Philos............................... .......3
PHIL
100
PHIL
106
Logic............................................... .......3
E th ics ............................................. .......3
PHIL
210
100
Religions of the W o rld ................ .......3
RELG
P o litic a l Science (9 73 ) 655-4236
Introduction to Politics................ .......3
POLS
100
American Govt & Politics............ ...... 3
101
POLS
202
International Relations................ ...... 3
POLS
Psychology (9 73 ) 655-5201
101
Gen Psych 1: Growth & D e v ...... ...... 3
PSYC
...... 3
PSYC
102
...... 3
PSYC
102
(meets 5:30-8:55 p.m.)
Gen Psych II: An Exper. Apr............. 3
PSYC
203
Psychology of W o m en....................... 3
PSYC
265
(meets; 5:00-8:25 p.m.)
304
Social Psychology ....................... ...... 3
PSYC
Cognition....................................... ...... 3
PSYC
313
(meets1 11:00 a.m.-2:25 p.m.)
Hist & Systems of P s y ch ............ ...... 3
PSYC
360
R eading and E du catio nal M edia (9 73 ) 655-5183
READ
409
Tchng for Critical T h n k g ............. ...... 3
Sociology (9 73 ) 655-5263
...... 3
SOCI
101
Sociology: Rich/Poor N a tn s ............. 3
SOCI
220
S p an ish /ltallan (9 73 ) 655-4265
Italian 1 ...........................................
ITAL
101
Italian I I I ......................................... ..... 3
ITAL
103
Spanish 1 ........................................ ...... 3
SPAN
101
Speech C om m unication (9 73 ) 655-7471
SPCM
Comm Between the S e x e s ......... ......3
290
Th eatre and D ance (9 73 ) 655-4217
THTR
Contemp Thtr Cultur D iv e rs ............. 3
265
W om en's Studies (973) 6 55 7 9 11
...... 3
WMST
102
102
...... 3
WMST
(meets 5:30-8:55 p.m.)
SIX-W EEK SESSIO N

Most courses meet during the day
Mon. -Thurs., June 28 - August 5
General time trames:
7:30-9:05 a m., 9:15-10:50 a m.,

11.00 a.m .-12:36 p.m„ 12:45-200 p.m
(exceptions noted)
A ccou ntin g, Lear, an d Taxatio n (9 7 9 ) 665-4174
A CCT
201
Fundam entals of Acctg 1.......................3
A CC T
202
Fundam entals of Acctg I I .................... 3
A nthrop olog y (9 7 3 ) 965-4119
ANTH
4 70
Archasol Fid M a th ................................ 3
(m eets 6/2 8 -7/23 , TBA)
ANTH
470
Archasol Fid M a th ................................ 6
(m eats 6/2 8 -7/23 , TBA)
B roadcasting (9 73 ) 666-7970
BDCS
2 70
S /T BdcsLMuttitrk R ecrd n g ................. 3
(m eets T.W . 12:45-3:55 p.m .)
C lassics (9 7 3 ) 655-4419
GNHU
281
G reek C ivilization...................................3
GNHU
285
M ythology................................................. 3
C om puter S cience (9 73 ) 6 5 5 4 1 6 6
C M PT
107
Computers & S o ciety............................ 2
(m eets 7:30-8:35 a ..m .)
C M PT
109
Intro Com puter A p p licatn .................... 3
C urricu lum and T eaching (9 73 ) 6 6 5 6 1 9 7
CUR R
400
Teacher. School & S ociety.................. 3
(m eets 3:00-4:35 p.m .)
CURR
409
Tchg for C ritical T h in kin g .................... 3
E arth and E nvironm ental S tudies (9 73 ) 6 6 6 6 4 4 9
G EO S
107
Planet Earth ..............
4
(m eets 9:15 a.m .-12:15 p.m .)
Econom ics and Finance (9 73 ) 6 6 5 6 2 6 5
ECON
101
Prln of Econom ics:M acro......................3
ECON
102
Prin of Econom lcs:M icro....................... 3
ECON
402
International Econom ics....................... 3
E du catio nal Fo und ations (9 73 ) 6 5 5 6 1 7 0
EDFD
2 20
Philosophic O rienta to E du c............... 3
(m eets 7 /1 2 6 /5 , 9 :1 5 1 1 :4 0 a.m .)
E ng lish (9 7 3 ) 6 5 5 4 2 4 9
ENGL
105
Freshman C om position.........................3
ENGL
106
Intro to L iteratu re....................................3
ENGL
234
American D ram a.....................................3
ENGL
262
A tlo f Fiction.............................................3
ENGL
324
American Poetry to 1 9 4 0 ...................... 3
ENGL
354
Shakespeare:Trag-R om ncs...... ..........3
ENLT
176
W rid Ut:Com g Age T h em e................... 3
ENW R
205
C reative N onfiction................................ 3
ENW R
206
Business W riting...........................
3
Fine A rts (9 73 ) 6 5 5 7 2 9 5
ARAN
190
Intro to the Visual A rts ........................... 3
(m eets M .T.R , 11:00 a.m .-1:15 p.m .)
ARDW
200
Drawing. Beginning I .............................3
(m eets M .T .R , 12:00-4:10 p.m .)
ARGS
260
Visual Arts W ks:M ix M ed M in .............2
(m eets 6 /2 5 7 /1 5 , 5 :0 5 8 :2 5 p.m .)
ARGS
260
Visual Arts Wks: R ak u ...........................4
(m eets 6/2 8 -7/22 , 5 :0 5 1 0 :0 0 p.m .)
ARGS
260
V /A Wk: Intractv M ultim ed....................3
(m eets M .T.R , 9:00 a.m .-12:20 p.m .)
ARHS
220
Art/Non-W stm S o cieties.................... 3
(m eets M .T .R , 8 :3 5 1 0 4 5 a.m .)
French (9 73 ) 6 5 5 4 2 8 3
FREN
101
Beginning French....................................3
FREN
112
Beginning French II i.......................... 3
H ealth P ro fessio n e, P hysical E du catio n, R ecreation,
and L eisu re S tu d ies (9 73 ) 6 6 5 6 2 5 3
PEGN
258
Beginning T e n n is....................................1
(m eets M .W , 7 :0 5 9 :0 5 a.m .)
PEGN
258
Beginning T e n n is.................................... 1
(m eets T .R , 7 :0 5 9 :0 5 a.m .)
H istory (9 73 ) 6 5 5 5 2 6 1
H IST
106
Contmp Eur 1914-P resent.................... 3
H IST
281
G reek C ivilization....................................3
Hum an E colo gy (9 73 ) 655-4171
HEFM
214
Child Developm ent I ..............................3
HEFM
315
Field Exp: Fam Chid S e rv .................... 3
HEFM
416
Creat Arts A Exprs/C Isrm ..................... 3
In fo rm atio n and D ecision Sciences (9 73 ) 655-4269
FINO
270
Statistics for B usiness...........................4
(m eets 9 :1 5 1 1 :20 a.m .)
Latin A m erican and Latin o S tud ies (9 73 ) 655-4285
LALS
201
Perspectives Latin A m e r...................... 3
L in g u istics (9 73 ) 665-4296
ESOL
153
Intensive ESL III .................................... 6
(m eets 9:15 a.m .-12:35 p.m .)
ESOL
154
Intsnsive ESL IV Adv C om p.................6
(m eets 9:15 a.m .-12:35 p.m .)
M arketing (9 73 ) 655-4254
MKTG
240
Intro to M arketing....................................3
MKTG
346
Intro International B u sn ........................ 3
M athem atical Sciences (in cld s P hysics) (9 73 ) 6 5 5 6 1 3 2
MATH
060
B a s S k l M ath Lab: C o m p ....................3
MATH
061
Basic Skills II M ath Lab: A lg .................3
MATH
100
Interm ediate A lg eb ra.............................3
MATH
103
The Developm ent of M a th ....................3
MATH
106
Contmp Appld M ath E vryo ne.............. 3
MATH
109
Statistics...................................................3
M ATH
112
Precalculus M athem atics..................... 3
M ATH
113
Math Bus I: Linear A lgebra...................3
M ATH
114
Math Bus II: C alcu lu s ........................... 3
M ATH
122
Calculus I ................................................ 4
(m eets 7 :3 5 9 :3 5 a.m .)
MATH
221
Calculus I I .............. ................................ 4
(m eets 11:00 a.m .-1:05 p.m .)
M usic (9 73 ) 6 5 5 7 2 1 2
MUGN
100
Introduction to M u s ic .............................3
MUGN
250
Rap/Rock:Cultural Phenom ..................3
M UPR
100
Class P iano /N on-M ajo r........................3
P hilosophy and R eligion (9 73 ) 6 5 5 6 1 4 4
PHIL
100
Intro to Philosophy................................ 3
RELG
101
Intro to R e lig io n ..................................... 3
P o litic a l S cience (9 73 ) 655-4238
POLS
101
American Gov't & P olitics.....................3
POLS
201
Com parative P olitics............................. 3
P sychology (9 73 ) 6 55 5 2 01
PSYC
101
Gen Psyc I: Growth & D e v .................. 3
PSYC
102
W omen's Worlds ....................................3
PSYC
200
Educational Psychology.......................3
PSYC
203
G enl Psyc II: Exper A p p r......................3
PSYC
303
Industri & Organiz P syc.......... ............. 3
PSYC
365
Abnormal Psychology........................... 3
R eading and E du catio nal M edia (9 73 ) 6 5 5 5 1 6 3
M EDI
403
Rdg M atral-C hildren/Youth...................3
(m eets 7/1 6 -8/5, 7 :3 5 1 0 :4 0 a.m .)
READ
400
Found of Reading In struc.....................3
S ocio log y (9 7 3 )6 5 5 5 2 6 3
SO C I
100
Sociological P ersp ective......................3
SOCI
101
C rim inology............................................. 3
SOCI
113
Social Problem s..................................... 3
S p a n ish /lta lla n (9 73 ) 655-4265
ITAL
101
Italian I ...............................
3
ITAL
102
Italian II ..............................................
3
SPAN
101
Spanish I ................................................. 3
SPAN
102
Spanish I I ................................................ 3
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SPAN
103
Spanish I I I ............................................... 3
8 p a tch C om m unication (873) 655-7471
SPCM
101
Fund Spaach: Comm R qm t..................3
SPCM
234
Public Speaking......................................3
Th eatre and D ance (8 73 ) 655-4217
THTR
150
Stagecraft................................................ 3
W om an's Studies (8 73 ) 655-7811
W M ST
102
Woman's W orlds....................................3
EIG HT-W EEK SESSION

M o tt courses meet during the evening
Mon., Tues., end Thurs.. June 14-August 5
General time frames: 6:30-8:05 p.m., & 15-9:50p.m.
(exceptions noted)
A nthropology (8 73 ) 655-4118
ANTH
170
Peoples of A fric a .................................. 3
C hem istry and B iochem istry (8 73 ) 655-5140
CHEM
107
College Chemistry I ..............................2
(meets 6/14-7/8. M-R, 9:15-10:50 a m.)
CHEM
108
College Chemistry I I .............................2
(meets 7/12-8/5, M-R, 9:15-10:50 a m.)
CHEM
109
College Chemistry Lab I ...................... 1
(meets 6/14-7/8, M-R, 11:00a.m.-1:10 p.m.)
CHEM
120
General Chemistry 1..............................4
(meets 6/14-7/8, M-R, 8:30 a.m.-2:45 p.m.)
CHEM
121
General Chemistry I I ............................4
(meets 7/12-8/5, M-R. 8:30 a.m.-2:45 p.m.)
CHEM
230
Organic Chemistry I .......................... . 3
(meets 6/14-7/8, M-R, 6:15-11:45 a.m. o r ........
1:00-3:30 p.m.)
CHEM
231
Organic Chemistry I I .............................3
(meets 7/12-8/5, M-R. 9:15-11:45 a.m. or
1:00-3:30 p.m .)
CHEM
232
Exper Organic Chem I .........................
(m eets 6/1 4 -7/8, M -R , 8:00 a.m .-12:00 p.m. or
12:15-4:15 p.m .)
CHEM
233
Exper Organic Chem I I ......................... 2
(m eets 7/1 2 -8/5, M -R . 8:00 a .m .-l2 :0 0
p.m . or 12:15-4:15 p.m .)
C lassics (9 73 ) 655-4419
GNHU
201
Gen Hum anities l-to 1 4 0 0 ....................3
C om puter Science (9 73 ) 655-4166
CM PT
106
Intro Com puter A pplicatn.....................3
E arth and Environm ental S tudies (9 73 ) 655-4448
GEO S
125
Earth & the Environm ent......................4
(m eets 1:00-4:00 p.m. or 5:00-8:00 p.m .)
GEO S
162
General O ceanography........................3
Econom ics and Finance (8 73 ) 655-5255
FINC
321
Fundamentals of Finance........ ..........3
E nglish (8 73 ) 655-4248
ENGL
105
Freshman Com position........................3
ENGL
106
Intro to Literature.............. .................... 3
ENGL
338
Contemp Amer Fiction..........................3
ENGL
353
Shakasp: Com edy-History................... 3
ENLT
176
W rid Lit: Comg Age Th em e.................3
H istory (873) 655-5261
H IS T
118
Hist of the U S. since 1876 .................. 3
Hum an Ecology (8 73 ) 655-4171
HEFM
315
Fid Exp:Fam ly/Child S erv.................... 3
(m eets 6/1 4 -7/8, M -R , 7:30-10:50 a.m .)
HEFM
445
Inner City Fam ily....................................3
(m eets M .T. 6:30-9:10 p.m .)
In fo rm a tio n and D ecisio n S cien ces (9 7 3 ) 6 55-4269
FINQ
270
Statistics For B usiness.........................4
(m eets 6:00-8:05 p.m .)
FINQ
375
Operations A nalysis.............................. 3
Lingu istics (973) 655-4288
LNGN
250
Language of Propaganda.................... 3
M anagem ent (973 )6 5 5-4 2 8 0
MGMT
231
Management Processes.......................3
M GM T
335
Sm all Business M gm t................
3
M arketing (9 73 ) 655-4254
MKTG
240
Intro to M arketing...................................3
MKTG
351
Supvsd W ork Exper Sem I .................. 3
(m eets W )
MKTG
451
Suprvsd Work Exper Sam I I .............. 3
(m eets W)
M athem atical Sciences (in clds Physics) (973) 655-5132
MATH
113
Math Bus I: Linear A lgebra.................. 3
MATH
114
Math Bus II: C alcu lu s...........................3
MATH
116
Calculus A ...............................................4
(m eets 8:15-10:25 p.m .)
MATH
122
Calculus I ................................................4
(m eets 5:30-7:40 p.m .)
MATH
221
Calculus I I .......................................
4
(m eets 5 :3 0 7 :4 0 p.m .)
PHYS
193
College Physics I .................................. 4
(meets 6/14-7/8, M-R, 7:30 a.m .-12:30 p.m.)
PHYS
194
College Physics II.................................. 4
(m eets 7/12-8/5, M -R, 7:30a.m .12:30p.m .)
P o litical Science (9 73 ) 655-4238
POLS
430
International L a w .................................. 3
Psychology (973) 655-5201
PSYC
101
Gen Psyc I: Growth & D e v ..................3
PSYC
200
Educational Psychology...................... 3
PSYC
201
Child Psychology.................................. 3
PSYC
220
Quant Methods in P sych..................... 4
(m eets 6 :0 0 8 :0 5 p.m .)
PSYC
225
Psychology of Adjustm ent................... 3
PSYC
365
Abnormal Psychology.......................... 3
Sociology (9 73 ) 655-5263
SSCI
113
Social Problem s.................................... 3
SOCI
220
Sociology: Rich/Poor N atio n s............ 3
S p an lsh /ltalian (973) 655-4285
ITAL
102
Italian I I ...................................................3
SPAN
101
Spanish I ..............................
3
SPAN
102
Spanish I I ................................................3
SPAN
344
Spanish C onversation..........................3
Speech C om m unication (9 73 ) 655-7471
SPCM
101
Fund Speech: Comm R qm t.................3
TEN-W EEK SESSIO N, SATURDAYS

June 5 • August 7
General time frames:
8:00-11:45a.m., 9:0 0a.m.-12:45p.m.
C lassics (873) 655-4418
GNHU
285
M ythology................................................3
Com puMr Science (873) 665-4166
CM PT
109
Intro Computer A pplicatn.................... 3
E ng lish (973) 655-4249
ENGL
260
Art of Poetry........................................... 3
Fine A rte (973) 655-7295
ARHS
220
Art/Non-Wstm Societies...................... 3
(meets 1:00-4:45 p.m.)
In form atio n and D ecision S ciences (9 73 ) 655-4269
FINQ
375
Operations Analysis..............................3
M anagem ent (973) 655-4280
M GMT
363
Business and Society...........................3

P o litical Science (973) 655-4238
POLS
303
Polit: Develop & M o d e m ......................3
S ociology (9 73 ) 655-5263
SOCI
101
Criminology............................................ 3
SOCI
113
Social Problems..................................... 3
SOCI
400
Senior Research Project......................3
S p an lsh /ltalian (9 73 ) 655-4285
SPAN
102
Spanish I I ................................................3
Speech C om m unication (973) 655-7471
SPCM
101
Fund Speech: Comm R qm t................. 3
TW ELVE-W EEK SESSION

Most courses meet one evening per week, Tue.,
Wed., or Thurs., May 24-August 13
6:30-9:40 p.m.
(exceptions noted)
H istory (973) 655-5261
HIST
110
Intro to American C iv ............................3
Hist 118 History of U.S. Since 1 8 7 6 ................................ 3
Legal S tudies (9 73 ) 655-4152
LSLW
200
Intro to L a w ............................................ 3
(meets 5/24-8/16, M, 6:30-9:55 p.m.)
LSLW
220
Conflict 8 Its Resolution...................... 3
LWLW
499
Set Top Law: C ybertaw ....................... 3
LSPR
200
Intro to Paralegalism ............................3
LSPR
301
Criminal Law & Procedure..................3
LSPR
312
Foundations Legal R esrch..................3
THREE-W EEK POST-SESSIO N

Most courses meet during the day
Mon.-Thurs., August 9-26
General time frames:
8:00-11:10 a.m., 9:00 a.m.-12:10 p.m.
(exceptions noted)
Anthropology (973) 655-4119
A N tH
100
Cultural Anthropology........................ 3
(meets 1:00-4:10 p.m.)
Computer Science (973)655-4166
CMPT
107
Computers & Society.............................2
(meets 9:00-11:05 a.m.)
CMPT
109
Intro Computer A pplicatn..................... 3
Earth and Environmental Studies (973) 655-4448
ENVR
109
Human Environment..............................3
GEOS
110
Natural Disasters................................... 3
English (973) 655-4249
ENLT
250
Spc Tpc: Freud in Lit/Filrp....................3
Fine Arts (973) 655-7295
ARAN
190
Intro to the Visual A rts .......................... 3
(meets 11:00 a.m.-2:10 p.m.)
ARGS
260
Vis Art Wks: C ollage..............................1
(meets S/2-8/6, M-F, 10:00 a.m.-1:45 p.m.)
ARHS
220
Art/Non-Wstm Societies..................... 3
ARHS
220
Art/Non-Wstm Societies.......................3
(meets 1:00-4:10 p.m.)
History (973) 655-5281
HIST
117
History of U.S. to 1 8 7 6 ......................... 3
HIST
118
History of U.S. Since 1876 ...„............. 3
Mathematical Science (Inclds Physics) (973) 655-5132
MATH
103
The Development of M a th ....................3
MATH
114
Math Bus II: C alculus............................3
Philosophy snd Religion (973) 655-5144
PHIL
106
Logic.......................................................... 3
3
RELG
100
Religions of the W o rld ....................
Political Science (973) 655-4238
POLS
100
Introduction to Politics...........................3
POLS
203
Inti Organizations................................... 3
Psychology (973) 655-5201
Psyc
102
Women's W orlds.................................... 3
W omen's Studies (973) 655-7911
W M ST
102
Women's Worlds.................................... 3

GRADUATE

COURSES

THREE-W EEK PRE-SESSIO N

Most courses meet during the day Mon.-Thurs., May 24June 10 General time frames:
8:00-11:25 a.m., 9:00 a.m.-12:25 p.m.
(exceptions noted)
Communication Sciences snd Disorders
(973) 655-4232
CS&D
579
Sp Ed for Students w /D is .....................3
(meets 4:15-7:40 p.m.)
CS&D
595
Med/Phy Bases - Disab.......................... 3
(meets 4:15-7:40 p.m.)
Counseling, Human Developm ent and Educational
Leadership (973) 655-5175
COUN
481
Legal Rights of W o m e n ........................ 3
(meets 6:00-9:25 p.m.)
COUN
559
Dynamics of Group Process ............... 3
(meets 6:00-9:25 p.m.)
Curriculum and Teaching (973) 655-5187
CURR
522
Innovations in T e aching.......................3
(meets 5:00-8:25 p.m.)
CURR
530
Principles of Curriculum D e v ............... 3
(meets 5:00-8:25 p.m.)
Educational Foundations (973) 655-5170
EDFD
540
Social Forces & E d u c ........................... 3
(meets 5/24-6/17, 4:00-6:45 p.m.)
Fine Arts (973) 655-7295
ARGS
560
Grad Vis Art Wkshop:Bk A rts :.............3
(meets 5/24-6/17, 9:00 a.m.-12:45 p.m.)
ARGS
560
Grad V/A Wksp:Ceram/Surf.............. 4
(meets 5/24-6/17, 5:00-10:00 p.m.)
ARGS
560
Gr V/A Wksp: Art Dir&Stratg............. 3
Health Professions, Physical Education, Recreation,
and Leisure Studies (973) 655-5253
HLTH
540
ST: Mental H ealth..................................3
(meets 6:00-9:25 p.m.)
PEMJ
492
ST:PE: Tch Gymnast K-12 .................. 3
(meets 5:30-8:55 p.m.)
PEMJ
577
Supervision in Phys E d ........................3
(meets 5:30-8:55 p.m.)
Information and Decision Sciences (973) 655-4269
INFO
514
Management & Com puter................... 3
(meets 5:30-9:15 p.m.)
Psychology (973) 655-5201
PSYC
565
Child & Ado) Psychopatholgy............ 3
(meets 3:30-6:55 p.m.)
PSYC
670
Intro to Psychotherapy.........................3
(meets 10:00 a.m.-1:25 p.m.)
SIX-W EEK SESSION

Most courses meet during the day
Mon.-Thurs., June 28-August 5
General time frames:
7:30-9:05 a m., 9:15-10:50 a.m.,

11.00 a.m.-12:35 p.m., 12:45-2:20 p.m.
(exceptions noted)
Communication Sciences and Disorders
(873) 655-4232
CS&D
510
Fid Exp:Early Ch Spec E d ....................3
(meets 6:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.)
CS&D
535
Adv Sem in Comm Disorder................ 6
(meets M,T,W, 8:00-11:30 a.m. and
R. 8:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.)
CS&D
579
Sp Ed for Students w /D is .....................3
(meets 7/9-8Z6, F, 8:30 a.m .-4:30 p.m.)
CS&D
590
Prac: Lm Dis Tchr-Conslt.....................3
(meets 12:00-5:00 p.m.)
CS&D
590
Prac: Lm Dis Tchr-Conslt.....................3
(meets off campus, M-F,
9:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.)
CS&D
597
Prac/Sem Tchg Stdt W/Dis ..................3
(meets 8:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.)
CS&D
597
Prac/Sem Tchg Stdt W/Dis ..................3
(meets off campus, M-F,
8:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.)
Counselfng, Hum an Developm ent and Educational
Leadership (973) 655-5175
COUN
559
Dynamics of Group Process ............... 3
(meets M,T,R, 7:30-9:45 p.m.)
COUN
577
Counseling Theories..............................3
(meets M,T,R, 5:00-7:15 p.m.)
COUN
654
Supv Fid Wk-Counseling...................... 3
(meets M,T,R, 5:00-7:15 p.m.)
COUN
674
Supv Fid Wk-Counseling I I ..................3
(meets M .T.R, 7:30-9:45 p.m.)
ELAD
510
Educational Admin 1............................... 3
ELAD
512
Admin of Elem S chools........................ 3
ELAD
513
Secondary School A dm in.....................3
ELAD
522
Computers in Educ Admin....................3
C urriculum and Teaching (873) 655-5167
CURR
546
Educ-Gifted & Talented........................ 3
(meets 6/28-7-15, 11:00 a.m .-2:10 p.m.)
Educational Foundations (873) 655-5170
EDFD
520
Dev of Educational Thought.................3
EDFD
520
Dev of Educational Thought.................3
(meets 7/12-8/5, T,W ,R, 2:00-5:15 p.m.)
ELRS
503
Methods of R esearch............................3
ELRS
580
Lming:Process/Measrmnt....................3
Fine A rts (873) 655-7295
ARGS
560
Gr Vis Arts Wks: Mix M e d ia ................ 2
(meets 6/28-7/15, 5:00-8:25 p.m.)
ARGS
560
Gr Vis Arts Wks: R ak u .......................... 4
(meets 6/28-7/22, 5:00-10:00 p.m.)
ARGS
560
Gr V/A Wk: Intactv Multi M e d .............. 3
(meets M.T.R, 9:00 a.m .-12:20 p.m.)
Health Professions, Physical Education, Recreation,
and Leisure Studies (973) 655-5253
HLTH
511
Blomed/Psychosoc-Drugs.................... 3
(meets 6/28-7/15,11:00 a.m.-2:10 p.m.)
PEMJ
531
Prac-Phys Ed for H andicp.................... 3
(meets M,R, 5:30-8:55 p.m.)
PEMJ
541
Aerobic Exercise P ro g ra m ...................3
(meets M,T,R, 8:00-8:05 p.m.)
Inform ation and Decision Sciences (973) 655-4269
INFO
503
Mgmt Information S ys te m s .................. 3
(meets 6/28-8/5, M.W. 6:00-9:10 p.m.)
INFO
540
Wksp BE:Appld Tech Sem 1.................. 1
(meets 6/21-6/24.-9:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.)
INFO
540
Wksp BE:Appld Tech Sem II............... 1
(meets 6/28-7/1, 9:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.)
M anagement (973) 655-4280
M GM T
520
Managing Global D iversity...................3
(meets T,R, 6:00-9:10 p.m.)
M arketing (973) 655-4254
INBS
520
Managing Global D iversity...................3
(meets T,R, 6:00-9:10 p.m.)
MKTG
501
Fund of Marketing.................................. 3
(meets M,W, 5:30-8:40 p.m.)
Music (973) 655-7212
MUED
500
Wks Mus Ed: B rass...................
1
(meets 6/28-7/1, 9:00 a.m.-12:10 p.m.)
MUED
500
Wks Mus Ed: P ia n o .............................. 1
(meets 6/28-7/1,9:00 a.m.-12:10 p.m.)
MUED
500
Wks Mus Ed: Mus Therapy I .............. 1
(meets 6 /28-7/1,1:00-4:10 p.m.)
MUED
500
Wks Mus Ed: Therory/Comp .............. 1
(meets 6 /28-7/1,1:00-4:10 p.m.)
MUED
500
Wks Mus Ed: J a z z ................................ 1
(meets 6/28-7/1,6:00-9:10 p.m.)
MUED
500
Wks Mus Ed: Mus Therapy II ............. 1
(meets 6/28-7/1,6:00-9:10 p.m.)
Reading and Educational Media (973) 655-5183
MEDI
500
Media Tech/Lm in C urri..........................3
(meets 6/28-7/15, 7:30-10:40 a.m.)
MEDI
500
Media Tech/Lm in C u rri..........................3
MEDI
570
Dev Matl-Cmpt Tec-Tm /Ed.................... 3
READ
500
The Nature of Reading...........................3
READ
600
Wks Contemp Issues R d g ..................... 3
EIGHT-W EEK SESSION

Most courses meet during the evening
Mon., Tues., and Thurs., June 14-August 5
General time frames: 6:30-8:05 p.m., 8:15-9:50 p.m.
(exceptions noted)

23

S p an lsh /ltalian (9 73 ) 6 5 5 4 2 6 5
------------------SPAN
540
Colonial Span Amer Lit...................... 3
TW ELVE-W EEK SESSION

Most courses meet one evening per week. Tue.,
Wed, or Thurs., 6:30-9:40p.m.
May 24-August 13
(exceptions noted)
Legal S tudies (973) 6 5 5 4 1 5 2
LSLW
520
Priv Civ Resp: Contr/Tort..................... 3
LSLW
599
Sel Top Law: C ybertaw ........................ 3
LSLW
599
Sel Top Legl St: Law & U .................... 3
TH REE W EEK PO ST-SESSIO N

Most courses meet during the day
Mon-Thurs , August 9-26
General time frames:
8:00-11:10 a.m., 9:00 a.m.-12:10 p.m.
(exceptions noted)
Fine A rts (9 73 ) 655-7295
ARG 8
560
Grad Vis Art Wks: Collage ................ 1
(meets B/2-8/6. M-F. 10:00 a.m .-l :45 p.m.)
H ealth P rofessions, P hysical Education,
R ecreation, and Leisure S tudies (973) 655-5253
PEMJ
559
Appld Sport Psychology.....................3
(meets 5:30-8:55 p.m.)

SPECIAL

SUMMER

PROGRAMS

Academ ically G ifted and Talented Educators' W orkshop
(8 7 3 )6 5 5 4 1 0 4
Academ ically G lftsd/Talented Youth Cam p (973) 6554104 (June 28-August 6, for qualified youth who will enter
5th-11th grades in September)
Archaeology Field School (873) 6554119 (June 28-July 23)
A rt W orkshops (973) 655-7295 (for undergraduate and
graduate credit)
Art Direction and Creative Strategy (May 24-June 10)
Book Arts, the Art of Bookmaking (May 24-June 17)
Ceramics/Raku Forms (June 28-July 22)
Ceramics/Tile Designs (May 24-June 17)
Interactive Multimedia (June 28-August 5)
Mixed Media Collage (August 2-6)
Mixed Media in Miniature (June 28-July 15)
Business Educators Graduate Workshops (873)6554288
Applied Technology Seminars for business educators (June
21-24 and June 28-July 1)
Continuing Education, Center for (973)6554353
Alied Health Courses
Computer Application Courses
English as a Second Language
EXCEL (Exploring Curriculum of the English Language)
Global Education Center, International Study Tours
Costa Rica, August 7-15
Ecuador, July 2-16
China, July 11-27
Intensive English Language Course
Law Enforcement continuing professional education seminars
Personal Development and Life Planning courses
Test Preparation
Graduate Management Admissions Test (GMAT)
Graduate Record Exam (GRE)
Law School Admissions Test (LSAT)
Medical College Admissions Test (MCAT)
National Teacher's Examination (NTE)
Cooperative Education (973) 6554426
Educational Opportunity Fund (973) 655438S
Environmental Education - New Jersey School of
Conservation (973) 9484646
(Field oriented courses, requiring residency, offered
at the School of Conservation, in Stokes State
Forest, Sussex County)
Extsmahip (by arrangement with departments)
Field Experience (by arrangement with departments)
G lobal Education Center, International Sum m er
institutes (973) 6554253
Belize, tropical forests and their people, graduate study in
forest ecology in the heartland of Mayan civilization in
Central America [Dr. Jacalyn Willis, College of Science and
Mathematics (973) 655-7753; and Dr. Stanley Walling,
Department of Anthropology (973) 6554119]
Italy, Montclair in Siena, undergraduate Italian language,
literature, art, culture, history, music, July 19-August 24 [Dr.
Vincenzo Bollettino, Department of Spanish/ltalian (973)
6 55 4 2 85 or (973) 226-2986]
London, Shakespeare at the Globe, undergraduate and
graduate study of the historical and theatrical traditions of
Shakespearean performances in London and Stratford-uponAvon, [Professor Susan Kemer, Department of Theatre and
Dance (973) 6554217]
Spain, Montclair in Madrid, undergraduate and graduate
Spanish language immersion, culture and history, July 1-29 [Dr.
Johng Hwang, Department of Spanish/ltalian (973) 6554285]
Graduate Research (by arrangement with departments)

C om m unication Sciences and D isorders
(973) 6 5 5 4 2 3 2
CS&D
518
Neuromotor Dev/Young C h id .............. 3
C oun seling, Hum an D evelopm ent and
Educational Leadership (9 73 ) 655-5175
COUN
574
Couns In Indus Seting-EAP................ 3
COUN
581
Community Resources......................... 3
(To Be Arranged)
C urriculum and Teaching (9 73 ) 655-5187
CURR
599
Curr & Soc Dynam of S c h .................. 3
Econom ics and Finance (9 7 3 ) 655-5255
ECON
501
Economic A nalysis................................ 3
E du catio nal Foundations (9 73 ) 655-5170
ELRS
503
Methods of R esearch............................3
E nglish (9 7 3 )6 5 5 4 2 4 9
ENLT
602
Sem: Intnl Lit Var Eng U t .......... .......... 3
ENW R
590
Grad Writing Sem inar........................... 3
Hum an E cology (9 73 ) 6 55 4 1 71
HECO
514
Child In the Fam ily................................. 3
(meets 6/14-7/8,M-R, 11:00 a.m.-1:30 p.m.)
M athem atical Sciences (In cld s P hysics) (973) 655-5132
MATH
503
Math for Computer Sci I I I .....................3
(meets 8:15-10:25 p.m.)
M arketing (973) 6 5 5 4 2 5 4
INBS
530
Export M anagem en t..............................3
(meets 6/14-7/8, T,W ,R, 5:30-8:40 p.m.)
Psychology (973) 655-5201
PSYC
582
Behavior Modification........................... 3
(meets 6/14-7/8, M-R, 11:00 a.m.-1:45 p.m.)

Gymnastics-Teaching Gymnastics In the Schools
K-12 (973) 655-5253 (May 24-June 10)
Health Careers Program (973)6554415
HI Jump (973) 655-5116 (University courses lor high achieving
high school juniors and seniors)
Independent Study (by arrangement with departments)
anstnuw tor ms A avm osnw n ot proto*of>ny for M i a v n
(IAPC) (973) 6554277
Internship (by arrangement with departments)
Music Camp, Btoksa Stale Forest (973) 6554443 (music,
environmental studies and recreation for youth 10-18 years
of age; two weeks July 11-24)
New Jersey Marins Sciences Consortium
(973) 6S54387A4446 (field oriented courses, offered at Sandy
Hook or Nature Canter of Cape May field stations)
New Jersey School o f the Arts (973) 6555179 or
(609)633-3941 (July 5-29, lor talented students in grades 9-12
Pracdcum (by arrangement with departments)
Selected Topics (by arrangement with departments)
Supervised Business W ork Experience - undergraduate
(973)6554269/4254
Th eatref eel Profeselonal Equity Thanlts in residence at
MSU, including Puehcwt Players for kids (973) 6556112

T h e m o n t c la r io n

C l a s s if ie d s
• H elp W anted •
PICTURE FRAMER PIT Looking for
responsible person to do custom
framing for a mfg. Willing to train the
right person. Great skill for an art
student. Call 973-772-0028 (ext. 103)
for interview. (Clifton area)
MODELS. Women 18 yrs. and over of
different races to model for outdoor
photo project. Tasteful nudity. Pay or
will exchange pictures. No experience
necessary. (973)365-4054. Reliable
only.____________________ _______

ORGANIST/CHOIR DIRECTOR------responsiblities include ADULT CHOIR
REHEARSAL, SUNDAY MORNING
WORSHIP SERVICE and
OCCASIONAL SPECIAL SERVICES.
Salary Negotiable. Contact Rev. Ken
Smith, Caldwell United Methodist
Church. 973-226-4410, 9-12, M-F
Part-time counter help in dry cleaner
in Little Falls. 5 minutes from campus.
Various shifts available. Drop off
store. No chemicals on site. Call
890-1424 or 535-3399
PT English/Biology Tutor. For 2nd yr
BHS Male student. Prefere English/
Biology or Teacher major candidate.
Call 973-748-8036 or 284-3634. Ask
for John or Angela._______________

Voi. 78 No. 14
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• S ervices •
Holidays got you blue? Anxious
stressed depressed over school,
family, relationships? Therapy can
help. Sliding scale, insurance
accepted. Upper Montclair location.
Contact Melinda Morton lllington
LCSW at 509-7392

• For R ent •
Room for rent in clean Glen Ridge
home. Female, non:smoker,
references. $350. Parking available.
Share bath and kitchen. Board
negotiable. 973-743-1230_________
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you can reacn out to
the 13,000 students of Montclair
State University. Call The
eptartment
at<S^5237 t o i
can
J i li # :

¡c f

-

Rooms “On Campus”, Three-minute
walking distance. $55/wk. Female
only (sharing a room) Light cooking,
utility included. Upper Montclair.
(Nice & quiet area) Available Jan. 18
or Dec 24. Call at 655-7519 or 7831678 (Leave Message)___________
CLIFTON- Large, furnished single.
Share kitchen, bathroom with
vegetarian couple, toddler. 10 mins,
from campus. Free laundry. Quiet,
non-smoking grad student/older
undergrad only. $400/month includes
utilites. 546-6304

If you have some creativity and like
the world of fashion, nationly known
bridal designer needs full or part time
help in her studio in Montclair. Call
(973) 655-1239. After 6pm(973) 2370794
Cruise Ship Employment - Workers
earn up to $2,000+/month (w/tips &
benefits) World Travel! Land-Tour
jobs up to $5,000-7,000/summer. Ask
U S how! (517)336-4235 Ext.c50962
Spring Break ’99 It’s Party Time Jamaica and Mexico from $399
Florida from $99, On-Campus Reps
needed! Lowest Prices, guaranteed
hotels Call 1-800-648-4849 or visit us
at ststravel.com.

• C hild C are W anted •

C O L L E G E STUDENTS

$9.00/hour
For anytime availability.
During S em ester Break.
Kim Hurdle
K im ’s big day, Ju n e 26,1993.
K im ’s last day, December 28,1993
Killed by a drunk driver
Greenville, NC

IN V E N TO R Y A U D ITO R S
No experience necessary! Paid training!
Must be 18 and have private means of transportation.

Nanny needed to care for 3 month old
while mom works from home. Day
hours, part-time. Experience or
education student a plus. Please call
Anne at 973-259-9095

To apply, call

INVENTORY
SPECIALISTS

973-244-0276

Equal Opportunity Employer

Childcare needed and light
housekeeping. Tues, Weds, Thurs 16:30pm. For girls ages 4 and 8. Must
have own car, speak english and have
references. Nonsmoker- Please call
201-794-3500 ex. 207

BANK

Part-time child care needed. Wed,
Thurs, Fri 3:00-5:00pm. Must have
own car. Must be reliable, mature:
references necessary. Call 783-9817
Need loving reliable student for our 6
and 11 year old children in Glen
Ridge. Driver’s license, 3:00-7:00
weekdays. Call Tim at 973-743-2354
Upper Montclair family seeks fun,
loving live-in nanny for toddlers. N/S
DL a must, excellent references. Light
housekeeping. 973-233-0012_______

Member of the Summit Bancorp

(973) 736-9898
Please call our "Voice Box” system 24 hrs, 7 days/week,
and use Box #4400 for the positions listed below.
Lauren E liza b e th
To look at this happy, healthy baby,
you’d never know what killed her
It was a drunk driver.
April 1, 1993 Lewisville, Texas

1

• Printer Offset Press
Forms Management Dept.
(Fair Lawn)

• Record Retention Clerk
(Fair Lawn)
I f y o u d o n ’t s to p so m e o n e
fro m d r iv in g d r u n k , w h o w ill?
D o w h a te v e r it takes.
FRIENDS DON’T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

When you join the Summit family, you will receive an attractive salary, a
comprehensive benefits package and more than enough room for substantial
growth. EOE M/F/D/V
‘Voice Box' is a registered trademark ot VOICE BOX SYSTEMS, Inc.
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When
your right
to an abortion
is taken away,
w hat are you
going to

do

Reproductive rights are under attack. The Pro-Choice Public Education Project. It’s pro-choice or no choice.
1(8881253-CHOICE or www.protectchoice.org

25 ,

state university
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r e d h a w k spo r ts

Lampa bids a fond farewell to

the 1998 fall sports season
S p o rts E d ito r J a s o n L a m p a
re fle c ts on a s e a s o n o f to u g h
c a lls , c o n tro v e rs ia l re m a rk s and
c ritic a l ju d g e m e n ts a b o u t M S U
a th le te s
B y J a so n L am p a

Sports Editor

It’s been a successful season for most
every athletic team this fall season at MSU
and I congratulate every athlete for hours
of hard work and dedication in his/her per
spective sport. Highlighting the fall season
has been the success of the MSU football
team, 8-3 with an E.C.A.C Championship,
the men’s soccer team 13-3-3 with a NCAA
tournament birth, and the women’s volley
ball team who went 19-7, the most wins in
MSU volleyball history.
With the successes, has come contro
versy, which started when I brought to the
attention the coaching decisions of MSU
head football coach Rick Giancola. It was
never my intention to hurt anyone’s feelings
or bring to the surface feelings of anger and
disdain. I felt as though I was making valid
assertions and found that many students and
student-athletes alike agreed with my sedi
ments.
Whether 1 was agreed with or not, there
should be no dispute over my true intentions
for expressing my opinion in the context
which I did. I am one of the biggest sup
porters of the MSU football team and rooted
for them every down of every game they

played this season. 1hoped nothing but the
best for every player in his performance on
the field. 1 would rather have written ar
ticles praising the athletes than criticizing
their performances.
Those who don’t know me and only lead
my column with blinders are sorely mis
taken in the assumption that I wrote these
articles of criticism because of a personal
vendetta against the athletic department.
What would my opinion of which quarter
back should be given a chance to play have
anything to do with the workings of the alh
letie department? I have the utmost respect
for Holy Gera and every other MSU ath
letic department employee.
1 believe some tend to forget that 1 am a
college student who does not receive a single
cent, for my work as Sports Editor and
should be called profanities by an employee
of a state university.
In conclusion, I would like to once again
congratulate every fall athlete on a job welldone. I wish good luck to the winter ath
letes and their respective seasons ahead of
them. I feel I have served enough time as
Sports Editor at Montclair State and will be
turning by efforts elsewhere. I would like
to thank all who have been of help to me in
my time spent at The Montclarion, espe
cially Tim Casey,’who introduced me to Rob
Williams, who hired me as a staff writer in
the fall of 97.
Assistant Sports Editor Tess Sterling will
be taking my place in the spring and I’m
sure she will do an exceptional job.

L E S S c m MF. $$
N O M C C ID E N T
It ta k e s you — and program s th a t work.
1 H00W E PREVENT

t. .imm.iw

Grime i!

FEELING LOCKED O U T OF BASKETBALL???
SCHICK SUPER HOOPS 3v3 TOURNAMENT
IS COMING TO MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITYIII

S uper H<

JANUARY 21, 1999

8PM

PANZER GYMNASIUM

HOW DO I ENTER?
• Register between 12/14/98-1/19/99 •
• Registration forms available in the Campus Rec Office - Student Center, Room 104-1 •
• Tournament is limited to 16 Teams, so REG ISTER EARLYI •
• Registration Fee is $15 per team •
• Mandatory meeting for all team captains on 1/20 @ 4pm, location TBA •
• Got questions? Call 973-655-7443 or E-mail us at smiths@mail.montclair.edu •

WINNING TEAM ADVANCES TO THE REGIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND COURTESY OF CAMPUS REC!!!

AND WE’RE NOT PONE YET!
WATCH FOR INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL AND VOLLEYBALL REGISTRATION IN JANUARY ’99!III!
SPONSORED BY THE MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENT OF CAMPUS RECREATION AND INTRAMURAL SERVICES

red Hawk Sports

Wrestling goes hunting
and conies up a winner
Dellegatta named Most Outstanding Wrestler
By Betsy C. Montanez

Staff Writer

Last night the Redhawks defeated
Hunter College with a team score of 58-0.
Hunter College forfeited five matches leav
ing only five to be wrestled. Of the five
matches, four ended in fall times
of less than two minutes each.
This year the NCAA has in
stalled a new rule whereas a dual
meet will begin by team captains
pulling a weight class out of a hat.
The meet will then begin at this
specified weight working it’s way
up and around. As a result of this
rule the dual meet started with Dominic
Dellegatta at the 157 lbs. weight class.
Dellegatta pinned his opponent in 1:48.
Immediately following was Jason Landi
with a fall time of 1:24. RJ. Rapps also
pinned his opponent with the fastest fall time
of 1:14. Andy Pote (184 lbs.) and Todd
Going (197 lbs.) received forfeits. Team
Capt. Barrett Cervetto (Hwt.) gave the last
pin of the night with a fall time of 1:33.
At this point the meet continued with Joe
Biegal receiving a forfeit at the 125 lbs.
weight class. The only match to go a com
plete seven minutes was Bill Cerretta at the
133 lbs. weight class. He recorded a major
decision win with a final score of 12-4. Ja
son Vellante was bumped up two weight

classes and received a forfeit at 141 lbs. The
last bout o f the evening was W erner
Gramajo who also received a forfeit.
Also this past weekend, the MSU wres
tling team placed third at the U.S. Coast
Guard Tournament. There were a total of
eight teams and Montclair fell four points
short of placing second. Once again it was
Florian
G hinea,
Dominic
Dellegatta, and Todd Going cap
turing first place titles.
Ghinea (141 lbs.), who edged
his way into the finals with a 9-8
decision, finished first with an 8-5
decision. Going (197 lbs.) lost his
semi-final match with a 7-5 deci
sion. This placed him into the con
solations. This was a double elimination
tournament so Going was able to win his
next match, which placed him into the fi
nals. Once again he wrestled his same op
ponent from the semi-finals match, this time
beating him with a 2-1 decision.
Dellegatta was named Most Outstand
ing Wrestler and received an award for most
falls in least amount of time. He recorded
fall times of 0:16 seconds and 1:03. He went
on to win his finals match with a decision
of 6-4.
Also placing was Jess Monzo (125 lbs.)
at 2nd; and Bill Cerreta (133 lbs.) at 3rd.
The wrestling team will remain idle un
til January 5th where they will wrestle their
first home match against Wilkes, PA.
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RED HAW K ACTION
Friday. December 11
Men’s and Women’s Indoor Track @ Seton Hall, 10 a.m.

Saturday. December 12
Women’s Basketball vs. The College o f New Jersey, 2 p.m.
M en’s Basketball vs. The College o f New Jersey, 4 p.m.

Saturday. December 19
M en’s Ice Hockey vs. @ Floyd Hall Arena 9:50 p.m.

* - NJAC matchup
BOLD - Home game

Join a winning team...

Write Sports
call X5241 for more info

CaCico
JC
Jam iCy 'Restaurant
235 Route 46 • Totowa, NJ 07512
We are pleased to offer all College Students with a current valid ID card the following offer.
Come dine with us any time of the day or night and spend $10.00 or more and save 10% off your
total check
or
spend $20.00 or more and save 20% off your total check.
Visa or Mastercard accepted!

5 cable TV’s
so you can
watch your
favorite
sporting
event while
you dine! I?

Want to spend some quality time with someone
special? Enjoy the warm heat and the atmosphere o f
our large fireplace during the cold winter months,
and the coziness of our family type restaurant!
I W
$8
Si?

I

We also offer top shelf
spirts at low, low, prices!
(w/ID)

You will certainly enjoy our food that has been labeled by others
as “IT’S JUST LIKE MY MOTHER USED TO MAKE!”

V
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'M ontclair defense too much for Rutgers-Cam den
By T e s s

S t e r lin g

Assistant Sports Editor

MSU junior forward Felicia
Ingram led the Redhawks in
double figures with 16 points as

the women’s basketball team de
feated Rutgers-Camden in a New
Jersey Athletic Conference game
played at Panzer Gymnasium last
Wednesday night.
In a game totally dominated by
M o n t 
c l a i r

State, the
Redhawks
forced 26
turnovers
on
17
steals for
a 76-59
win over
the Rap
tors. Aft e r
outscoring
RutgersCam den
34-21 in
the first
h a l f ,
M o n t 
c l a i r

TIMOTHY M. CASEY/MONTCLARION

went on
20-1 run
within a
sevenmi nut e
period of
the sec
ond half
to finally
put the

game away. At 12:34 in the sec
ond half, the Redhawks turned a
47-31 lead into a 67-32 lead seven
minutes later. In the breakaway,
sophomore Marlena Lawrence
scored six points and junior Shiela
Jennings made two three-pointers
for six points.
For MSU, Jennings finished
with 10 points, nine rebounds and
five assists off the bench, while
Lawrence added 10 points and
nine rebounds. Senior Wykemia
Kelley scored
13 points with
five assists,
while freshman
r m

Basketball

S t e p h a n i e

Ellerbee, play
ing against her
mother who happened to be the
head coach of Rutgers-Camden,
scored 10 points and grabbed
seven rebounds.
For the Raptors senior Carmen
Harvey had a superb game with 24
points and 23 boards. She was also
the only Rutgers-Camden player
in double figures.
This was the third straight win
for the Redhawks, which im
proved their record to 4-2, while
Rutgers-Camden dropped to F4.
MSU will return to action this Sat
urday to go up against The Col
lege of New Jersey at Panzer
Gymnasium at 2 p.m.

DAVE PERLMUTTER/MONTCLARION

Freshman forward Jennifer Seiden (#52 - West Milford) takes it to the
net last Wednesday night.

Junior Guard Shielah Jennings (#33-Newark) vs. RutgersCamden last Wednesday.

Men and Women’s Swimming
loss to New Jersey have solid performance at
ECAC Championships
C ity U niversity
MSU turns cold in

B y T e s s S t e r lin g

Assistant Sports Editor

New Jersey City University,
behind the 14 points of junior cen
ter Jon Greene, defeated Mont
clair State 80-67 last Saturday at
the Athletic & Fitness Center in
Jersey City. The victory
ups NJCU record to 4-2,
2-2 in the NJAC, while
the loss drops MSU to 23, 1-2 in the NJAC.
NJCU started the
game on a positive note
jumping out to a 17-3
lead. In this run, junior forward
Deman Keyes scored eight of his
13 points. The Gothic Knights
lead was increased to 32-6 when
junior guard Eric M cKenney
made a three-pointer with 7:57 left
in the first half. NJCU led the
Redhawks by as many as 29
points in the first half, and shot
63.6% from the floor. Meanwhile,
Montclair made only 28.6% of its
first half shots.
The Redhawks did show some

sign of life in the second half, when
they used a 15-4 run to cut the lead
to 11 points after trailing 67-45.
After a tip-in by freshman forward
Gerhard Sanchez at the 2:15 mark,
the score was 71-60. However,
that was the closest MSU ever
came to winning. The Gothic
Knights secured the win by sink
ing 7 of 8 free throws in the final
two minutes of the game.
MSU was led by
freshman guard Carl Th
ompson who had a game
high 17 points, while
sophomore guard Jermel
Mayo scored 13 points
with six assists. Senior
Anthony Peeples, who
entering the game averaged 17.8
points per game, was held to just
eight points, but was strong defen
sively with 14 rebounds.
For NJCU, twelve different
players scored in the game, but
only Greene who had 14, and
Keyes (13) finished in double fig
ures.
The M en’s Basketball team
will next face The College of New
Jersey on Saturday, at Panzer
Gymnasium at 4 p.m.

Record breaking
performance
gives team an
edge
B y J a so n L am p a

Sports Editor

The M ontclair M en’s and
Women’s swimming teams fin
ished eighth and ninth re
spectively at the ECAC
III Championships held
at the Goodwill Aquatic
Center at Eisenhow er
Park. On the men’s side,
MSU finished 8th out of
16 finishes with 211.5 points,
while the women finished 9th out
of 18 teams with a total of 202
points.

Redhawk sw im m ers Gil
Castillo, Chris D eB ari, Chris
Drakeford and Brian Hoffman
came in 4th in the m en’s 200
freestyle relay, and DeBari set a
new MSU record with a time of
1:28:34. On the women’s side,
Elissa Kaplan set an MSU record
with a time of 2:14:81 in the 200
backstroke.
Other swimmers having out
standing days for the
Redhawks were Mike
Apa, placing 9th in the
200 backstroke with a
time of 2:15:95, and 10th
in the 100 breaststroke
with a time of 1:02:30.
Joanne Fusco placed
third in the 100 freestyle at 56:18,
fifth in the 50 freestyle with at time
of 25.99, and eighth in the 200
freestyle with a time of 2:04.57.

MS'J

Swimming

This week'sRed Hawk
schedule
p. 27

Castillo, DeBari, and Hoffman
added to their performance in the
free relay with strong showing in
some of the other events they com
peted in. Castillo placed 7th in the
50 freestyle at 22.45 and 11th in
the 200 breaststroke at 2:11:63.
DeBari finished 4th in the 100
backstroke with a time of 55:17
and 5th in the 2001.M with a time
of 2:00:46. Hoffman placed 10th
in the 50 freestyle at 22:56 and
12th in the 200 backstroke at
2:16.63 . Kaplan added to her
school record on the 200 backstroke with a 4th place finish in the
100 backstroke with a time of
1:03.91.
Both the men and women’s
swimming team will be off until
Jan. 11, when they meet Rowan at
4 p.m at Panzer Gymnasium
Aquatic facility.

WRESTLING

LAMPA

D e lla g a tta n a m e d M o s t
O u ts ta n d in g W re stle r.

C ls o n g c o m m e n ts o n th e 1998
fall s e a s o n a n d b id s fa re w e ll.
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